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IN TROD UCTION 
It is impossible to consider the fluid mi lk supply in isolation from its larger 
scning In the entire d:.liry industry, from agriculture as 11. whole, and from the 
tOtal national economy. T hus, a few of the interrelationships and trends exist-
ing in [his larger context will be touched on before narrowing the study to rhe 
Kansas Ci ty milkshed. 
Although the rdative importance of agriculture in the nation:!. ] economy 
has declined in the paSt century, it still plays an impoHam rok People must eat; 
so agriculture will (On{inue as a vital and imposing force in the nation 's econ-
omy. 
Only a brief gboee at the forces ;H work in our economy is needed to re-
veal what is perhaps (he oucscanding fact of our day: technological revolution 
and the long train of consequences following in its wake. Higher farm pro-
ducrivity permits more people to live in metropolitan centers. Farm productivity 
that is increasing at a greater rate than population not only permits urbaniza-
tion, but encourages It and, to a considerable extene, forces it; for ooly the more 
productive farmers can expect to atta in and maintain a standard of living com-
parable co that enjoyed by rhe rest of society. Except for those times when there 
is general unemployment, rhe less productive farmer, knowingly or not, has a 
favorable financial alternative. The lower his income, the higher the 2tttanion 
of this alterna tive. 
Economic growth, we call progress. Innovat ions permit progress. Hence, 
farms are increasing in size and decreas ing in number; dairy herds are inneas-
ing in size, and the number of herds is decreas ing. Farm populat ion continues 
to decl ine, and capital required continues to increase. Agricuicure, li ke the rcst 
of the economy, is experiencing a technological revolution. T he portion of the 
populanon needed to grow food and fiber is declining : 2nd it li kely will con-
rinue to do so. Conversely, the optimum·sized dair)" herd is expanding and it 
will coneinue co expand for some time in the future. 
In 19,4 there were 2 half million dairy farmers in the nation. Dairy farms 
comprised 16.5 percent of all commercial farms, but: used only 9 p<:rcent of all 
land in farms, and slightly more than 11 po::rcent of h:uvested cropland. How-
ever, they accounted for D percent of the valoe of all farm produCts sold.' Since 
' Uni,cO s..tcS Bureou of ,he Cen.u •• ·· D.i,)· P,oducers .nd D. i!)" P,odu«ion:· U";ltd S'~'d em'''' 'f 
Ap i(Jt/I",,: 19'4. Special Reporn. Vol. III. Port 9. Ch.p. V (W1.ihinsron: Go'cmmcn' Ptin';ns Offi«. !916). 
p. 13. 
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1944, gross income from dairy products has contributed an avcrlgc of l' per-
cent (nn~; 14 to 16 percent) to tOt1li Fum income from ffilrkccings.1 
Except for a period of un!1.vorable milk-feed price rchtionships in the 19305 
the r:ltC of production per cow has increased steadily. (Drouth conditions and 
rel:ltiveiy low carcass values which, in con junction v,'ith relatively bvonble milk 
prices for that period. discout:.l.gcd the culling process th:n would, under more 
normal conditions, have eli min:ned low-producing cows.) In part, th is higher 
rate of production Ius been mlld, possible through improved feeding and. breed-
ing. The :amoum of conccntl1ltc fed per cow has increased. consider:lbly. &w:r 
roughages have also helped. Improved pauure, closer culling, and. artificial 
breeding h~ve all :)«ved [0 increase per-cow productivity. The number of cows 
kept for milk inue:lsed until the mid 1940's when a peak of 27,770,000 was re-
poHed on ):.lnuary I , 194'." Since then, there has bttn a steady dedine in num· 
bers. 
Evidence of changes in consumer taStC"S and preferences cw be: found in the 
inCre:lSed consumption of cheese dudng the laSt (wO dec:.tdes :.tnd (he :.tcceptance 
of m:.ttg:.trine as a substitute for buuer by a large number of consumers. Dur-
ing the years when cheese consumption was increasing rapidly, revolution:uy 
changC"S were taking pbcC" in methods of processing and marketing. Because of 
shomges, civilian consumption of butter was beld dO" 'n during the period 
1943·46 br a rationing program. Supplies o f vegetable oils permitted people to 
substitute margarine :.tod other sprCllds for buuer. However, consumers did not 
shift b.1Ck to butter when it became more available in the postwar period. 
It is genefOlll), agreed that beha"ior patterns in the past affect the current 
consumption of food. Education and knowledge of the nutritive v:.tlue of some 
foods tends to make their consumption rel.uively stable. For these fovds, even 
in periods of falling income. people lm;mpt to maintain previous levels of con-
sumption. This ~ pplies to milk as a major source of c:.tlcium. 
"No suit:.tble substitute has been found for whole milk as a hum:.tn 
food, and skim-milk products are filling a unique phcc: in meeting certain 
nuuirional needs. Therefore both continue to expand. The sicu:.tt ion is dif-
ferent with butterfat. Other fats :.tnd oi ls compete directly with it in both 
cooking and baking :.tnd as a spre:.td for bre:.td. Competition has been so 
keen tim the phce of butter in the diet h:.l.S been gre:.ttly reduced. Although 
we are using as much edible: fats and oils per capita :.l.S before, butterfat ac-
counts for a much smaller fraction of [his consumption, and a much smaller 
proportion of milk is used for making bu((er".' 
Br 1954, (he milk equiV:.l.lent of all d:.tity-product salc:s had increased two 
and a half times since 1909. Milk sold as whole milk had incfCllsed five-fold but 
sales of cream :.tnd buner h:.td decre:.tsed to :.tbout one-half the qu:.tntity sold in 
1909.' 
' An.hony S. Rojl:o, Tht 0. ... "" all p,;" SI""",,, I" Dtti" hMlt(/J. Unim:! S<:1 .... Dtpll1m(l\, of Agi. 
<wrutc, Tet"";",] Bulktin No. 1168 (Wuhing<on: Gov=m<n, Prin,in! Olli,,,. 1917). p. ll. 
'U. S; Ct>tr", <I A,rk.t/"",." 1914. p. Ii 
'U.S; c.",,,, 4 lI,find"" • ." 19'4. p. 6. 
' UIIi"; $u,.. c.."" of 11".",1, ... : 1954. p. 6. 
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Another change in the dairy industry is the geograpillc are~ of concentra-
tion. The center of whole-milk sales has moved westward from the northeastern 
to the north·central parts of the country. Sales o f wh0k mtlk from the l\·l iddle 
Atlantic geographic division accounted for near ly 40 percent of all whole milk 
sales in 1909; by 19~4, this percentage had d ropped to 18. The W est- North-
Central division increased its proportion from 7.~ to 13 percent. while the res t 
of the West and South increased its sales from 10.3 to 29.2 percent." 
Thus we sec many forces at work in the dairy industry. The dommating 
ones seem to be tech nology· induced. Hence, milk production records arc: being 
set year after year, and ye t, simultaneously, the dairy cow population is going 
down. TOtal producrion in 1951 set a new record for the fifch consecutive year. 
During the same year, dairy-cow numbers declined 2 percent- the twelfth de· 
crease in the last 13 yeaf5. Produ(tion per cow rose to a new high. T he all·state 
average milk producrion per cow was 6,162 pounds in 19~7-a g~in of more 
rhan 20 percent in the past ten years.' The range was from 2,930 pounds 
for Louisiana to 8,880 pounds for California.' Average per-cow producrion for 
the year in Missouri was 4,9~O; and in Kansas. 5':>10.-
D.Jirying is traditionally viewed as a long-ron business enterprise. Typiolly, 
it docs not lend itself to rapid expansion and conrncrion or to C".l~y entry ~nd with· 
draw:.l.1. The advance of technology will lead to further specialization in an al-
ready specialized industry. It will mean greater capital outlays for facili ties hav-
ing practical utility for the dairy enterprisc alone. This, in turn. wil l can for 
greater specialization of skills on the paf{ of the operator. The net effect will 
be to make dairying an even longer-run enterprise dun it has h<.'Cn traditionally. 
Economic progress leads to a ruthless and impcf50nal re·allocation of human 
resources. It means lower per-unit COSts which arc achieved, by ~nd large. rhrough 
increased scale of production. The larger the farm, the morc it demands of its 
manager. If the farmer does not grow in his managerial skill. he is unable- to 
assemble and direct rhe new combination of economic factor:; efficiently. 
Is the adoption of technology forced because of a cost.price s9ul'eze or is it 
encouraged by a favorable cosr-price ratio) In any case, it gener.li ly increases 
supply. The early adopter of new methods stands to gain subsrantiallr. The late 
adopter receives lower returns for his efforts. Because rhe dair)' industry faccs a 
fairly inelastic demand curve, adopt ion of new merhods b)" a relatively few may 
cause a significant decrease in the price of dairy products. This results in kss 
profit per unit. As COst-price pressures arise, exit is not easy. The dairyman's 
e9uipment is specialized and he himself is at least somewhat of a speicalisr. He 
thus has fewer alternatives than most farmers. 
Many factOrs influence the production decisions of dairymen. These factors 
can be classified as economic, ph)'sical, biological, and social. With the excep· 
tion of social factors, each of these will be discussed, some at length and others 
onl)' briefly. Because social factors arc omitted, tWO of rhem will be introdu(cd 
' V~iled S"'h< (iN'" 0/ AKrif.IINYf: 19)4. p. 6. 
' T'" Dairy SiI""lio. (Fdt""" y. 19)8). p. ~. 
'rb. 0..;". Si("~liorr (April. 19)8). p. 16. 
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only briefly at this point: one, non-monetary and non-physical income; and two, 
though it may fall in the fringe area of social studies, that unique institutional 
setting in which farmers operate. 
It is a well-known fact that psychic income contributes greatly to real farm 
inCome. Thus, farmers' nct money incomes arc usually subSTantially less than 
the avcNlge in other senors of the economy. In the absence of appealing suh-
jective values onc might expect the incentive of greater earnings to pull workers 
OUt of agriculture uncil the returns per worker remaining were comparable to 
returns in other occupations. Though we know thlll they have a vcry real bear-
ing, no attempt is made here to evaluate the influence that these amenity in-
comes have on supply. The non-monetary and non-physical incomes may be 
made up of such diverse elemenrs as a personal dislike of working for, or with, 
the public; the desire to rear children in wholesome surroundings; or merely 
the convenience of the farm as a place to keep the hound dogs. 
Thus, this study ignores many of the influences that change only slowly 
through rime and concentrates on those objective economic elements that most 
immediately and directly affect the dairymen in the area. When possible, cardinal 
values were assigned to influencing economic faCtors; when nor possible the in· 
f1uence was indicated ordinally. 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
This stud)' was guided by two primary objectives: one. to describe and 
analyze the factors that have influenced fluid milk production [rends in the re-
cent past: and twO, to :lnticipate those factors that will ~ffect it in the ncar future 
and co estimate the supply response to these factors . Selected for speci~l con· 
sideration in the inguiry were the dairymen 1000ted in the Greater Kansas City 
milkshcd who sold milk to handlers that were subject co the proVIsion of Feder· 
al Order Numbec 13. July 1, 1956. to June 30, 1957. To furnish the inforrru.· 
cion by which the analysis and estimat<.'S could be made, a sample of producers 
in the Greater Kansas City milkshed wert" interviewed. (See appendix.) 
DESCRIPTION Of THE AREA 
An imporunt factor influencing or determining farmers · ~l{:(:rnative enter· 
prises, and hence, production decisions. is physic:ll environment. Distance from 
market has a bearing on cosc-conscious decision m~king The sit~· of a particular 
farm, within limits, sets the ~l{ern:ltives open to Irs operator. It limits rhe en· 
terprises that can be expected to compete successfully with the s~me enterprises 
at Other sites. JUSt as physical characreris( ie~ o r the hrm limit [he alternatives 
of the individual farmer. those of an area also limit the enterprises in which 
farmers compositely rna}' successfully engagl." to meet inter-regional competition. 
Hence, physieal factors are guice important in ~ supply response scudy. Let us 
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FIGURE 1. THE KANSAS CITY MIlKSHED 
7 
consider then, some of the physical characteristics o f the Greater Kansas Ci ty 
Milkshed. 
The milkshed is composed of those counties from which producer milk is 
received by handlers in the Greater Kansas City Milk Marketing Area. For the 
period under srudy, July 1, 1956, to J une 30, 1957, this area was composed of 
five Iowa counties, 19 Kansas counties, and 40 Missouri counties. The northern 
boundary is about 150 miles from Kansas City. T he eastern and southern 
boundaries are approximately 130 miles away and the western border is about 
n miles from the city (Figure 1). 
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The area as a whole: has rdatively fertile and productive soils. Summit silt 
loam is the predominating type- followed by Shelby silt loam. The south· 
weseern edge of the 1ft:!. is hilly, as is the southeast. Most of the remainder is 
gently rolling to rolling, although the northeast boundary is perhaps better dc-
scrib«! as rolling to hilly. 
In the southweSt portion of the area the norrrul annw.i runflll is 33 inches; 
in the southeast it 1venges 42 inches,o The figure for northwest Missouri is 32; 
and in the extreme nonh end of the are:a., 38. ' 0 In the southwest corner of the 
milkshed, the growing se-ason is 193 days; in the nonh, 170; and in the $Ouch· 
nSt, ISO." 
The aVCf2gc summer tcmper:uurc aune through August) for the area is 70° 
to SOc, During the wimer (December through February) it r2ngcs betwetn 20 0 
~nd 300 in the ~rea roughly north of the Missouri and K3nsas Rivet'S, and from 
300 to 400 south of the rivers." 
Physical chal'llcteriuics such as these aff'ord a number of crop alternatives. 
Alfalfa is nised throughout the uea although much of the soil requires trea t-
ment. Bluegrass predominates, e"cept in the south west pan, where bluestem 
grasses are found. Most dairymen, however, supplement their permanent pastures 
with tempol'll!}' ones. usually small grains and Sudan gnss. 
Cash.grain fanning is concentnted in the fiver bottoms and south of Kansas 
City and Atchison. There are a number of orchards and vineyards around St. 
Joseph and on the Missouri River bluff's east of Kansas City. Anot her ra ther 
heavy concentntion of orch~rds e"tends northeastward from the Missouri River 
intO Chariton county. For truck fuming the main area of concentration is JUSt 
southeast of Kansas City, though it also may be found in a sm~ll section of 
Vernon County near Nevada, and e"tending northwest of K ansas City on both 
sides of the River. 
Al though cash crops contribute substantially ro the total farm income of 
the area, the major portion comes from livestock enterprises. T he hog popula-
tion is concentrated on the M~rstull soils-where the most corn is grown. This 
is north and west of Kansas City and in the Missouri River counties. Beef pro-
duction is ~lso concentrated in the Marshall soil area, ~nd, in Missouri. only 
slightly Jess so on the summit soils south of K~nsas City. Beef C1tde are found 
in fairly Iar~ numbers, however, throughout the Iowa-Missouri area. The pat-
tern is somewhat diff'erent in Kansas. Here again the beef catde population is 
'Kansa ",nculr ..... l Expcri ....... Sc:o.ion:llld Ko.""", St= Pbnftj"8 8oatd, A,rirIIltrT'lll RMI._I{~. 
vol. XXl. No.. 10 (~WW ..... , Kan.s : Kansu S ... e CoIle,.- of "gricul""" .. "><1 "pplied XietKe. 19H). P. 86. 
.~ H. H:omma, Wsl ... J. RoIh. and O. R. )oI>nJon. TJPG" Fu.i"l ill /lfu-,;. R.eseucb Bulletin 
l~.} rd <d. (c..lu .... bU. M;'""",i: Uni~'r of Mi ...... ri CoIlc.( of ",rilNl.u<o. """"I.u ... l E..perimen. 
S ... ion). p. ~l. 
,·At","'I""'" ~"KAIIUS, P. 86: and T)1><II of F:umin, in M,-ri, p. 4S. 
"Uni.<d Stoles [:\(I"'""",n. of "g,ic...!,,"e. "C!im>.e, TemponfU"'. Sunlhin(.nd Wind," Ail4J oj A";_ 
.... ~It~,,: phytir<tJ &stt Ind"di., r."" Mit/, CIi_~. Hilt. ",.. N./;""'/ Vtgtlali •• (WuhingI01'l: Gov-
~. Printin& ~ 19M), P. 7, 
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most dense on the Marshall soils but, in addition, beef catde arc: found in large 
numbers in rhe southwest section of the area-the bluesrem region of Kansas 
(Lynn and Greenwood counties), and in Osage, CotTey, Franklin, and Bourbon 
counties. The greatesc concentrations of dairy cows are in Johnson, Lafayette, 
and P~rtis coum i ~s ~ast of Kansas City, directly south of Kansas Ciry and Acchi· 
son, and along the southeast bord~r of the area. 
&longing p~rhaps as much to th~ cat~goly of ~conomic and social charac· 
teristics as physical, but ex~rting an obvious influence on th~ milk supply, is 
th~ population distribution over the area. The major population concentration 
is in the citi~s of Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kans., and their suburbs. 
Approximat~ly thre~.quarters of a million people: live here. Topeka. with a popu· 
blion of approximalc:iy 84,000 is Ih~ second largest cily. 
THE REPRESENTATIVE DAIRYMAN 
Th~ reprc:sc:macivc: dairyman (in some pam of th~ study th~se producers are 
referred co as Strata I though V), al 4,_, years of age, is farming 32' acres, 141 
of which are rented and 184, owned. Ninery·6ve percent of his gross income is 
received from farming; and' percent from other sources. The most common 
source of non·farm income is wages earned by his wife; the next mOSt common, 
from trucking for hire. Of his farm remrns, n percent is supplied by his dairy 
prOJect. 
H erd Si~e and Production Per Cow . The typical dairyman had a dairy 
herd of about 27 cows in 1957, having added four to his herd in the past three 
years (a yearly increase of 5 percent). He pbnned to have a herd of 3' CO"ll.'S by 
1967-a ra t~ of planned expansion equal to only one· half of the expansion fate 
in the paSt three years. 
At the time of conversion to Grade A milk production, he had a herd of 
16.4 cows. The year following, he added 3.4, giving him a herd of 19.8: the suc-
ceedIng year, 2.8 more were ~dded , for a toral of 22.6-a two·year increase of 
more than 37 percent. These additions were made to increase his n~t income, to 
more fully utilize buildings, facilities, and labor, and co build up his herd to the 
size that his farm would beSt suPPOrt. T he desire to hasten retirement of debt 
incurred in making the change-over appears to have had but a negligible inAu· 
ence in spurring the increase. When external financing was used, banks were 
the most common source of cre<:!it; ProduCtion Crcdit Associat ions ranked second. 
An av~rage of 2.' family m~mbers had previously contributed to the dairy 
enterprise, compare<:! to 2.2 in 1957. The number of hired work days (eight hour 
day equivalents) averaged 74 per farm at the time of interview, compared to 54 
per farm three years earlier. In 1954, 57 percent of the dairy farmers used some 
hired labor. During the sample year this figure was 66 perc~nt. 
W ith ~x isting labor and facili ties, Ihe representative dairyman could add 
about seven cows to his herd. These additions would increase his profits, he be· 
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Jieves, :md he plans to make them as good-qualiry heifers come into production. 
This avcuge figure of seven does not present complete information he<:ause 1 
few individuals proposed large increases in herd size that raised the average to 
this magnitud!': . More than 36 percent said that they could not add any cows. 
Sixty percent of these gave labor as the limiting &etor; 20 percent said limited 
cooler space: prevented further additions; 10 percent gave limited harn facilities 
as a re:.l.son and another 10 percent, limited acre:lge of land. 
Along with the incrl'asc: in (OW numbt:rs per fum, there h:ls been an up-
ward trend in produc[[on per cow. T his is attributcd, in parr, to more selective 
culling, closely followed by better breeding and bettcr fttding. Artificial insemi-
nation was given the most credit for the higher quality of replacement Stock. 
Improved paStureS furnished the major pan of the gains due to better feeding. 
Next in importance was higher-quality roughage. 
The representative dairyman raises his own replacement stock in the belief 
that this method is more economiul and, ar the same time, lessens the possibili. 
ty of his herd contracring disease. He used artificial breeding to improve cow 
quality, and his breeding program is so planned thu slightly over 60 percent of 
the herd freshens in the &11 months. 
Even though his cow numb<:rs have incrased and plans ull for further in-
creases, he still uses =s to handle his milk and does not plan to install a bulk 
tank bmuse of rhe cost. He is undecided as to whether or not he would make 
this installation if such were a requisite for selling grade A milk in the Kansas 
City Marker. 
O ther Enterprises. Next to the dairy enterprise, cash grain CtopS, largely 
wheat, contribute m~t to net farm income. Following next in importance is the 
hog enterprise, then, beef production. This is not to say rhat most dairymen 
have one or all of these other enterprises. The number of dairymen having beef 
herds has decre:l.5ed 7 percent in the past three years; at present (19~7) only 16 
percent engage in this activity. Herds of these dairymen furnish an average of 20 
percent of their owners' net farm incomes in 1957, compued to about 29 per. 
cent three years earlier. 
The number of dairymen owning swine herds decreased 10 percent, between 
1954 and 1957, mlking a toral of 33 ~nt presently englged in this enterprise. 
Hog raising furnished an lverage of about 18 percent to their owners' net farm 
incomes, compued to 22 percent three yelrs earlier. 
BetWeen 1954 and 19~7 there WlS no change in the percentage of dairymen 
that raised cash-grain crops. Over 60 percent reported some income from this 
source. There WlS but a slight decrease in the amount that this enterprise con-
tributed to the net &rm income of the cash crop producer-an avet'age of about 
23 percent in 1957, compared to 2~ percent three years earlier. 
The import~nce of rhe contribution of other minor enterprises such as sheep 
lnd poultry to net farm income is :also waning-from a very small fnction to an 
even smaller one. 
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Thus, for these f:,Hmers, dairying is becoming more important relative to 
other farm enterprises. The dairyman is becoming more specialized. 
T he representative dairymln, then, does not have a hog or beef enterprise, 
nor does he plan to adopt either as long as he is in dairying. With the same 
investment and labor, he does not believe that he could have made more profit 
this year in any other farm enterprise. He is in dairying because it yields a steady 
and stable income, his farm is beSt adapted to the enterprise, and he knows and 
enjoys this type of work. 
He intends to produce all the hay and silage and mOSt of the grain for his 
herd. Yet, according to his reports, failure to produce enough feed has little, if 
any, effect on milk produCtion-totally, or per cow. He does nor know with any 
degree of certainty the produCtion of individual cows, but believes that current 
production per cow, as well as current herd size, is rather dose to the most 
profitable level. 
He does nOt feed green chop, nor does he think the practice worthwhile for 
him; moreover, he doubts that it would ever be practical because of the amount 
of labor, machinery, and e<:Juipment reCjuired. He has no plans for irrigating pas· 
tures bCC::luse he does not feel that a water supply sufficient for this purpose 
could be developed ::It ::l reasonable COSt. His pasture improvement programs lre 
influenced little by milk prices. 
Response co Prices. Milk prices, according to the producers' StatementS, 
do not affect the Cjuantity of concentrates fed; nor does the price of concentt::l.tes 
influence this very much. As prices fluctuate among feed grains and protein sup· 
plements, he does bur litde substituting: rarher he adheres to a favorite ration, 
paying little attention to price. Some dairymen feed each cow the same amount 
regardless of size or production. Others feed on a production basis: the higher 
the production, the larger the ration fed and vice versa. By and large, the dairy· 
men under study belong to the latter group. Ordinarily, the volume of concen· 
trates fed per cow is determined by "rule of thumb." Roughly, so many pounds 
of concentrate are fed per g~lIon of milk produced. 
The average d::lirym::ln does nOt actually endeavor to change production per 
cow because of a price change in milk; nor does he Cjuickly shift from one enter· 
prise to another in response to price changes. When he enlarges another eorer· 
prise, he does nOt do so ae the expense of a reduced dairy herd. This greater 
farm OUtpUt is achieved by working longer hours, by using more family and 
hired labor, and by gre::lter expenditures for capital eCjuipmcnt. 
Producers indicated that veal prices had little influenc~ on the length of 
time that calves were permitted to nurse, nor did they mfluence the number of 
replacement heifers kept to any great eXtent. Milk prices had some influence on 
these twO factors, but very little. In determining herd size, the price of milk gets 
but scant attention_ The price of milk does, however, receive more consideration 
m::ln the price of dairy cows, beef cattle, hogs, grain or roughage. The prices of 
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beef canle and/or hogs were given tilt least weight in influencing the produc-
rion decisions of the avcr.agc (biryman. 
A doHu per hundredweight inCfe25e in the prcxlucer price of Gndt A milk 
would nOt cause the average d.airyman to alccr OUtput if the change was to last 
only six momhs." Even a long-run price increase of this amount would induce 
only slight attention in his production phns. Neither would he incre:l.se output 
with a dccrasc in the price of milk. 
Gr.ade A milk prices would have to drop by about one dollar per hundred-
weight over :a long-run period, from the avcr.age price: th:u he h15 received for 
the last three years, before he would make a complete w;thdnwai from dairying. 
Upon exit, &rming would be continued, :and beef cattle or hogs, or a combina-
tion of the twa, would be the substitute enterprise adopted. 
The responses indieate that the average-or ~rhaps, more precisely, the 
typical-d:l.il'yman is relatively impervious to price changes. This is not to say, 
howc\"cr, rhu all producers :l.fe insensitive to such changCli. There is a ceriain 
inertia that mUSt be ovcrcome to alter supply if it is stlltiorury, Of TO ch.an~ its 
direction and velocity if it is increasing o r decreasing. For a m:l.jority of the 
dairymen the profit prospects. or the prospeCtS of loss. must be of a fairly large 
magnitude co overcome the inertia and COStS of change to alternative enterprises. 
When considering thest data it should be kept in mind thu they represent 
the estimates ()f dairrmen now engaged in Gr:tde A milk production. They do 
nOt take imo account the reactions of farmers not in Gr:tde A dairying but who 
might be induced to enter this businCliS if prices should become sufficiently at-
tr2ct;\"e. This is especi:l.Uy true of persons now producing rrunuf2cturing milk in 
the Kanus City milkshed. Nor was this $ludy designed to provide inforrn:Hion 
as to the atti tudes of rhese people towud emcring the Gr:tde A muke!. 
This typical dairyman watches prices only occasionally in orher Gra<k A 
m~rk(;ts and prefers to dispose of his milk in a market that employs a base·c:o<:· 
cess pricing program as opposed to one which offers no seasonal pricing or a 
ale·off pay-back plan. He did not know the percentage of the market's milk 
used in Class I in the lUI pay period, but he e:o<:pccts fOal Class I utili~ation to 
incre:I5C slightly for the ne:o<:t ren ynrs-a conclusion based on c:o:pected popula. 
tlon lOanS(. 
Ctx;~,a/ivt Aitmbmhip and Oil/look:. Because of the time involved, his reb· 
tively sm:l.)] herd. and the COSt, he ~ not nor has he ever betn a Dairy Herd 
Improvement Associ:nion member. He is a member of a producers' marketing 
association, however, and ~nends the annual meetings if rime allows. He be· 
lieves that the as~oci:l.tion gets a better price for his milk, thlt it insures fair 
tests aocl weights, and that it guar:tntces an outlet. 
He pl1ces only a modtr<lte degree of confidence in outlook statements. As 
a tool in shaping future pllns. both short-:l.nd long-run, they :l.ft little used. 
'"'Tbtwp.w •• ho: .. udy . • 11 hn""""''''') rri'" d"~8<> in "'ilk ......... mcJ to be in ..Mi.".".o «mi" o' 
......,.,.1:>1" em.in 1"",,=, <h.n~ do< ~, .... 'm.1 fl"",ua<;"", in ""'1'1'11, 
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It is his belief tha t, during the next ten yeltS, income (rom dairying will 
be a little beuet than that (rom other (arm enterprises but somewhat un(avor· 
able compared to non·(arm jobs. He is not sl tis fied with current Grade A milk 
prices, nor docs he think they are "(air" when compared to rhe retlil price of 
milk, or the prices of things purchased by farmers. Yet, as l mC3ns of bolster· 
ing milk prices, he does not favllr blocking the entry of nC"\!.' producers into the 
Grllde A market. Milk prices arc fair, he believes, when compared ro the prices 
of o ther farm commodities. 
Once started, the average dairyman has never diS<ontinued the dairy enter· 
prise. For 17.) years he has been continuously engaged in dairying, and his 
present plans 2re to remain in this line indefini tely. For 12.5 years he has been 
producing Grade A milk. Although he indicates that he is selling in the K2nsas 
City Market because it is his onl)" available Grade A outlet, he st1l.tes th:ol.t he 
would nOt consider changing markets. He was nOt selling Grade A milk before 
his entry intO this market and. following emry. has sold there continuously. 
These producers have increased thei r dairy herds during the laSt three yeaTS 
at a rate of) percent per annum. This increase came n the expense of reductions 
in the size of other enterprises or off·farm work; but it was not a proponionale 
reduction. Over 60 percent of those who have made increases in their herds in 
the last three Yelrs have not reduced the absolute size of any other enterprisc. 
Repe:ucdly the dairymen commented that they were working huder and longer 
hours. This factor. along with the fact that their children are older and thus able 
to contribute more to family labor, accounts for about 60 percent of the rea· 
sons given for their being able to inetClse OUtpUt. Dairymen do not use the 
term "economies of scale" but mOSt of them arc well acquainted with the idea 
that they can increase OUtput without a proportionate increlSC in inputs. For 
example, many of them had considered this when they smcd rhat they could 
increase their herds substantially and yet add nothing to deln-up time. Hence. 
we have a combination of an inCrC2SC in labor efficiency and more bbor applied, 
both family and hired. 
Capinl should not be omitted in a considCf".Ition of this increased produc-
tivity of labor. Talking to producers throughout the arca, the authors acquir~d 
[he rather strong conviction that as a group_ dairymen are resigned to the idea 
that they will, as time passes, have to accept a smaller and smaller per-unit 
ptOfit for [heir product and, without increasing per-unit COSt appreciably, 
market more units. The common ground for agreement as to the most 
direct and quickest means to this end was the application of capit~ l , or 
stated differently, the absorption of mcchanical teehnolog)". Next in order of 
importance were better feeding and bett~r breeding. Little reliance was placed 
on the hi ring of more labor to achieve a more favorable imput·oUtput relation· 
ship. "We will either have to get in or get out" was the expression used by 
the dairymen to convey the wide~pread resignation to the idea that they will 
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have to produce more unHS with existing labor force and accept smaller unit 
rewrns. 
See Table 1 for a comparison of the different c:l.lcgorics of producers and 
comparisons with the {ypio.l produ(cr (Str:ln I to V). 
Bulk Handling . Ninery,four percent of tht dairymen in maca J to V used 
cans to handle their milk. Five percent used bulk tanks and slightly over 1 per-
cent used bulk tanks and pipelines. Twcnry-6vc percCfl( planned [0 install bulk 
ranks, and 69 percent did not plan to do so; 6 percent already had {hem. 
T hose who planned to install one were doing so for purposes of labor sav-
ing and because they believed (hat it soon would be required for selling in the 
Grade A market. The reason given next most frequently was (hat insta lhtion 
would insure: a future outler. COSt was the te:l50n most frequendy offered for 
not planning co install one; this was followed by smallness of herd size, and 
the intention to quit milking soon. Of those who did not have a bulk tank, 53 
pt:rcent said that they would not inSTall one even if it were required for selling 
in the Kansas Cir)' m::trkcr. 42 percent said they would install om:, and 5 percent 
v,'cre undecided. As would be exp«ted it was the dairymen in The small-producer 
SHacum that were the most relucranT' 63 percent said that they would nOt make 
such an installation. The reasons given for refusal were, in order of importance, 
(the firST rC;l$On being very dominant) costS, impracriC1.bility (in terms of finan-
cial returns) with present and projected herd size, ava ilability of alternative 
Grade A outlets, and intention (0 quit milking cows. 
At the rime of conversion to bulk. t he average herd size was 29.4 . During 
the first )'ear after conversion this average increased to 36 cows. and at (he end 
of t\\·o reus it had reached 37.'. a gain of 23 percent for the first year and 28 
percent for the 2 years. 
LARGE QUANTITY PRODUCERS 
In the Kansas Citv milkshed there were on ly 11 producers who had milk 
receipts 01700.000 pounds or gre:lter during the sample year. (In some parts of 
the study there producers are referred to as stratum VI). Because of their large 
production in relation to the other producers. they were sampled 100 percent. 
Seven were from l\fis$Ouri and four were from Kansas. The majority were quite 
close to Kansas Cicy; four from Jackson Count)'. Mo.; one from Johnson Coun-
ty. Mo.: and two from Johnson County, Kans. 
The average large producer was 44 years old, had been in dairying 17.5 
yt-ars. had produced. Grade A mil k 12.8 years, and had been producing fluid 
milk for the Kansas City market 11.6 ye3rs. He farmed more acres than the aver· 
age dairyman, almOSl 1,000 acres, compared to 325 for the average dair)'mlO; yet, 
he obtlintxi exactly the same average percenrage (95) of his gross income from 
farming. Dairying accounted for a brger share (86 percent) of his net farm in-
come than it did for the other producers (75 percent) . 
Number of producer /:! In the popuialion 2,349 
Percentage of all producers 78.07 
Sampling fraction .0341 
EXpansion factor 29.360 
Percentage of total producer receipts (sample) 89.09 
(actual) 86.78 
Yearly produce r receipts (sample) 405,850. 
(1,000 lbs.) (actual) 399,906 
Mean yearly r eceipts (sample) 172,790 
(lbs.) (actual ) 170,245 
Herd /:!Ize (mean) 26.7 
Yearly production per cow (adjusted) . 6,631 
(Ibs.) (unadJusted)" 6,479 
Producer's age (mean) 45.5 
Years In dairying and 17.5 
number of eldta during this timo (mean) .20 
Years in Grade A production and 12.5 
number of exits during this time (mean) .15 
Years In Kansas City market and 12.1 
number oJ exits during this time (mean) .04 
Percentage of gross Income from farmtng (mean) 94.9 
Percenlage of gross Income from dairying (mean) 75.3 
Aeres farmed (menn) 325 
Acres owned (moan) 184 
* Figures adjusted [or producer milk consumed at home . 
•• Figures unadJu/:!ted for producer mUk consumed at borne. 
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H e(d Size and Production Per Cow. These dairymen comprised only 
0.36 percent of the m:arket producers but sold slightly over 2 percent of the 
muket's (Oral producer milk. Their mean yearly output differed significantly 
from rhilt of the Nher producers, including those of Stratum V who had the 
next largest yearly production. The luge quamity producers not only had large 
herds; relatively high-producing cows composed these herds. It WlS estimated 
that the average yeuly OUtpUt per cow of th~ producers, when corrected for 
milk COI'Uumed :at home, was 8,147 pounds (uncorrected for home consumption. 
8,097; Appendix SecTion II ). In this respect they were sUfp:isscd only by the 
producers from Srrarum V. The differences between avenge production per cow 
in Stratum VI and that of the remainder of rhe current-producer category was 
very Significant It Wol.S also very significant when comp~red to rhe new·and past· 
producer caregories. 
For the large qu~ntity producers, there was a significant neguive correla-
tion betWeen herd size and average production per COW, indicating thu as a 
farm gets luger, it is more denunding of irs nulUgement. The number of cows 
in cheif herds r2nged from 65 to no and the average per-cow yearly produaion 
ranged. by herd, ftom 5,223 to 12,150 pounds. The sm~lIest herd had the largest 
average produnion per cow and the largest herd had rhe smalkst. A more com· 
plete discussion of correi2tions wiH be presented latef. 
L~rge quantity producers freshened a greater percentage of their cows in 
the fall t h~n other producers-70 percent compared to 60 percent. To assure 
himself of be{[er-qu~lity animals and to guard against introdunion of disease:, 
the brge producer planned to rear ~n ~ver:age of 98 percent of all replacement 
Stock. More of these men than of other producers had their own herd bulls. In 
comrast to other producers who attributed increased per-cow productivity to 
more selective culling-followed closely in importance by betTer breeding and 
better feeding-the large producers gave credi t to better breeding as the most 
important contributing factor. T his was followed by better feed (improved 
putures receiving the most credit for this type of gain) and then close culling. 
These dairymen could add an average of 11 cows to their herds with exist-
ing facilities and labor; five, hO'''lever, could add none. The most importtnt har-
rier to expansion was labor, followed by limited barn, milking parlor, and land 
facilities, Those thar could add planned to do so; thei r herds were in a transi-
tion sage and will be enlarged as replacement heifers come into production. 
By far the nuin deterrent to herd Contraction was the investment in buildings 
and equipment 
Only one of these producers had decreased his dairy-cow numbers during 
the last three years. Having Cut his herd size from 150 to 115 in the last three 
years, he had the second highest producing herd, on ~n individual animal basis, 
in the large.producer group. In ~dition to managing his dairy enterprise, this 
producer had expanded his hog enterprise and entered beef attle production. He 
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gave labor troubles (COSt and quality) :lS the main motive for contracting his 
dairy enterprise. Dairying contributed only 60 percent to his net farm income, 
whereas three years ago it contributed 90. 
D .H .l.A. Membership. A l:lrge percentage of these dairymen were Dairy 
Herd Improvement Association members-73 percent, compared co only 14 per-
cent of the other dairymen. The eight large producers who were D.H.LA. mem-
bers belonged to the organization because, they said, they couldn't afford not to 
belong. The three who were not members said th:u they didn't want to be 
bothered with it. These had an average per·cow yearly production of 6,936 
pounds-I,2oo pounds less than the average of all the large producers, and over 
1,no pounds less than the aveNge of the large producers when the three were 
excluded from the group. In either case, the difference was significant. We might 
conclude, then, that the three large producers who were not members of the 
Association were paying a rather high price for foregoing serv ices that the As· 
sociation provided. 
Other Enterprises. With these dairymen as with the other producers, dairy. 
ing is becoming more important both relatively :lnd absolutely. Three years be· 
fore the interview income from dairying contributed an average of 82 percent to 
the net farm income of rhese large quantity producers; at rime of interview it 
furnished 86. The average size of herd then was 80 cows; at time of interview it was 
104 and plans were to increase this to 108 in 1958 and to 111 by 1962. (One 
producer with a herd of 150 cows ph.nned to retire by 1%2; he was not included 
for thu year's average.) By 1967, when another producer plans to have retired 
from dairying, the projected average herd size for the remaining nine will be 116 
cows. 
The percentage of large quantity producers who had orher enterprises was 
practic:llly the same as th:at of the other producers; however, the percentage that 
these other projects contributed to net farm income was somewhat different, For 
eX:1mple, hog production contributed an average of 25 percent to net farm in-
comes of the six large producers who raised hogs (this is the same pt:rct:nt~ge 
figure and the same number of producers as it W:1S three years before the inter-
views), comp~red to 18 percent for the ocher current producers who had such an 
enterprise. The figures for cash grain were 15 percent for large producers and 25 
percent for the other producers. The importance of beef catde was rhe same in 
both groups (20 percent). For rhe large producers the number who had such an 
enterprise and the percentage that it contributed ro net farm income had not 
ch:1nged in the prectding three years. 
The relat ive contribution of cash grain crops to the farm incomes of large 
producers diminished from 22 percent to 15 percent during the three years prior 
to interview. The corresponding figures for the other producers were 25 and 23 
percent. Thus Cllsh grain crops were relati vely more important to the main body 
of producers than to the large producers, and hogs less so. For the large pro-
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ducers, {hen , only cash gnin crops experienced a diminution in reiulve impor-
nnce:. Livestock enterprises incre;ued in absolute, though not reJ2[ivc:, impol'Wl~. 
Another difference arising bc:tw~n the: main body of producers (Strata I 
through V) :lnd those in Stratum VI was the: amount of labor hired. The nine 
large producers who hir~ labor used an avcugc: of 938 eight hour days ~r yeu. 
For the main body of producers, 27 (34 percem) hired no hbor; tho~ who did 
hired an avcrage: of 112 eight-hour day equiv11ents. Yet it should be noted dut 
three: years before: the: interviews the: producers of Strata I through V hired a 
roral of -I,on eight-hour d1Y equivalenrs, whc:re2S during the interview year they 
hired ),913. Thus, the ;tmount of labor thcy were: hiring was on the: increase. 
The: corresponding figures for the large producers, hO~'ever, are 8,445 and 8,ol0, 
showing a small de<:rease. 
We conclude then, thac che large 9uandty producer in the l:m three years 
had increased physical outpUt per unit of labor employed. Me<:hanization was 
given credit for this increased productivity by a majority of rhe producers. In 
ehis respect ie appears dut ehe large producers have made greaeer strides toward 
increased efficiency than the main body of producers. 
ExitS fcom and Re ·en try i nto D airying. Another difference between these 
producers and producers in other gcoups and categories was the number of exits 
made from dairying. Five (over 4, percent) large producers after once entering, 
withdrew from dairying and then re-entered. Each gave a differen t reason for 
withdrawal. In om: instance the degrading of a barn was the explanation given; 
one d2iryman left the fum for military service; another withdrew when his sons 
left the farm; a dispersal sale held in order to buy a farm accoumed for yet an-
other dep:lnure; and personal preference wu the reason given for one with-
drawal. 
Three gave a common reason for reemry; they could make a better living at 
dlirying than at other farm enterprises. Another re·entered after complecing his 
military service. The other recurned because he felt that the p rice of feeder cat-
tle became so high that he: was afraid to buy; any fed atrtle price Change, he felt, 
would be downward and the probabil ity of losing money would be greater than 
that of making money. 
O uclook. Seventy-three percent of rhe large producers favored some kind 
of a barrier to emry into rhe Grade A marker, whereas only 36 percent of rhe 
Other producers favored such a scheme. Generally the restriction proposed 
amounted to setting up a waiting list and allowing entry when rhe supply of 
fluid milk became shorr as indicated by 02SS r utilintion. H owever, 45 percent 
of the large producers said rhey would like to sec the government nap support· 
ing dairy produces; for the other p roducers, the pcrcenrage figure was only 24. 
Ten jXrcent of the large producers thoughe that the government'S role in dairy-
ing should be that of stabilizing d:o.i ry product prices (28 percent of the other 
producers gave this ~nswer), and 4~ percent indicated t hat the government should 
support dairy products, compared to 49 percent for the main body of producers. 
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The m!l.in differences between the twO groups of producers-luge (Stnrum 
VI) !l.nd those in Stnt!l. I through V -hlve been enumerated. We can sec that 
in m!l.ny respects they !l.re quite different. Analysis of their responses gives fur-
ther support to the hypothesis th!l.t size is the corrdaror of other attributes. The 
sensitivity of these producers to price changes is discussed in !I. later section. 
Bulk H!l.ndling. Twen y.seven percent of these producers used c!l.ns IO 
h!l.ndlt their milk, IS percent used bulk t!l.nks, and ~, percent used bulk tmks 
!l.nd pipe lines; wherC2S 94 percent of the orher producers used cans. Of the luge 
producers who Iud bulk t!l.nks or bulk t!l.nks with pipe lines, IS percent Slid tlut 
{hey could not !l.fford the losses in weight and butterf!l.{ th!l.t accomp:1nied hand· 
ling milk in C!l.ns, and 36 percent g!l.ve hbor COSt as the primary motive. Time 
saving, e!l.se of h!l.ndling, !l.nd added assurance of !I. continued outlet for {heir 
milk were other r(2.sons mentioned. Some s!l.id th!l.t since bulk tanks eventually 
were likely to become !I. requirement for selling in the Gnde A m:uket. they in-
stalled them while there W!l,S still !I. premium for bulk-tank milk. 
Only one of the thrtt luge producers who did not h!l.ve bulk t!l.nb phnned 
ro ins{all one. He phnned to do so as soon !l.S he gained access {Q!I. bulk·t!l.nk 
route. The other rwo had no such phns. Even if bulk t!l.nks were !I. requisite for 
selling milk in the KanS1S City market, they would nm make the inst!l.lIations. 
One would not do so bcc!l.me of !l.ge (he pl!l.ns (a retire within five ),ears) and 
the other, because he phnned co scll his farm (he lived on (he ou tskirts of 
K!l.nsas City where, he Slid, taxes prohibited fuming). 
A{ the time of conversion IO bulk milk production this group of large pro-
ducers had !l.n avenge herd of 80 dairy cows. The yeu following, they incrosed 
rhis 2' percent and in the two yC!l.rs following conversion, they added cows to 
bring the average herd si%e to \08 cows, 3' petcent inCfC!l.se in tWO years. Most 
of {he increase in cow numbers W!l.S brought !l.bout as !I. result of the wish to 
use f.um and facilities ro capacity. Two of the producers said that the desire to 
hasten the retirement of debt incurred in making the conversion had a great 
bearing on their decisions; one Slid this h!l.d vety little bearing and twO indicated 
{h!l.t it had no influence at !l.lt For the other producers the ~ins were not quite 
as spc<t!I.Cul!l.r-at I~t !l.bsolutcly. At the time of conversion to bulk the avenge 
herd size of the group W!l.S 29.4. After 2 years this h!l.d been increased to 37.~ !I. 
g!l.in of 28 percent for the 2 years. 
N EW PRODUCERS 
Because the !l.venge new producer (See Appendix for definition) closely re-
scmbk-d {he repr<.'SCnnrive dairyman (Sma [ (hrough V). the discussion will ~ 
concerned chiefly with those aspec{s in which the tWO differ. Gcnenlly, the new 
producer W!l.S considerably younger. The average age of producers in this C!l.tc-
p.ory W!l.S 38 compared to 46 for the represent!l.{ive producer. He ;lIsa t"~rnwJ 
fewer acres (226 compared ro 32~), and was less likely to own his own farm (70 
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percent compared to 86 percent). These producers had been in dairying for an 
average of seven YC:HS, whereas the average dairyman had been engaged in this 
activity for 17 years. O nly 20 percent of the new producers had been in any type 
of dairying for more than 10 years. Few of them had sold Grade A milk before 
entering rhe Kansas Gty market. Most of them previously had produced manu-
fac turing milk 
Herd Size. For the new producers who then had such a project, the avO"-
age size of dairy herd three years previous to the interview was a little less than 
14 cows. At the time of interview they had an average of 24 cows (compared. to 
the average dairyman with a herd of 27) lind planned for 32 the next year. By 
1%2, when 10 percent planned to have withdrawn from dairying, the average 
herd size of those still in dairying is projeCted ro be 43. Their plans called for 
no furt her change in size by 1967. This makes their planned herd ten years 
from the intCIView slightly over 16 percent larger than that planned by the aver-
age dairyman (43 cows compared to 37). 
T he new producer, like the average dairyman, raised slightly less than 90 
percent of his replacement Stock. Eighty percent of the new producers, however, 
r.tised all of their replacements; 10 percent purchased all of them; and 10 per-
cent bought one-fourth. 
The average per-cow production of new producers was ~,658 pounds an-
nually, compared with 6,479 for producers in Strata I through V, 8,097 for large 
producers (Serata VI ); and ~,885 for past producers." We might logically ex-
pCCt this. Entry into Grade A production is almost cerrain to be accompanied by 
rapid build·up in cow numbers. T his entails. for most producers, adding poorer 
quali ty ani mals than those already in their herds. Also, most of the new pro· 
ducers had not been in dairying long enough to breed selectively for higher rates 
'of production. 
Other Enterprises. Forty percent of the new producers wece not in dairy-
ing three years prior to the interview. Those who were, received an average of 
52 percent of their net farm income from this enterprise-compared with 74 per-
cent when interviewed. T his was the same as the percentage received by the 
average dairyman. Three yeats previously, hog enterprises had contributed an 
avetage of 33 percent to m:t farm receipts of the 60 percent who engaged in this 
activity. At the time of the interview this emerprise accounted for 25 percem 
of the net farm income of those who had retained it. Forty percent of the new 
producers gOt an average of 64 percen t of their net farm receipts from beef pro-
duction three years previously; when interviewed none had this enterprise. Cash 
grain contributed a litrle over 22 percent to net fa rm income of (he SO percent 
who !":lised these crops three years previous to (he interview and about the same 
percentage to the 70 percent of new producers still engaged in this activity at 
the time of interview. 
To the new producer dairying is becoming more important in irs contribu-
tion to farm income. T he number of other enterprises is decreasing, and their 
"Unodjus",tl tOr producer mi lk consumed., home. The ,eopec,ive .djus,cd .ve"ge. are 1.1166; 6.631; 
8.1.7; and 6. 11 7 (See Appendix Sernon lJ (or m cthOO of comp"",;on). 
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relative importance in the total farm picture for those who srill retain them also 
is diminishing. 
Outlook. In reply to the guestion as to whether they would stay in ,birr-
ing if they were sure that over the next five years Grade A milk prices would be: 
unfavorable, 70 percent of the new producers indicated that they would remain, 
whereas 41 percent of the dairymen in Suata I to V gave this answer. When 
asked if rhey would remain in dairying if rhey were denied privileges of the 
Grade A market and were forced to sell at manufacturing milk price levels, 50 
percent of the new producers indiC:Hed thei r willingness to remain; 36 percent 
of the dairymen in Strata I through V said rhey would do so; bur on ly 18 per_ 
cent of the large producers (Stratum VI) replied affirmatively. 
New producers, supplying an estimated 5.9 percent of rhe mHket's pro· 
ducer milk, and representing 8.2 percent of all producers, were in dairying be-
cause they liked the work, it fu rnished them a stable and steady income, it 
yielded a better income than other enterprises, and their farms were beSt adapted 
to this enterprise. They seemed more determined to remain in dairying than any 
other category under study. 
Bulk H lndl ing . Ten percent of the new producers used bulk tanks to 
handle their milk, and 90 percent used Clns. Of the producers in Strata I 
through V, 94 percent used cans, 5 percent used bulk tanks; and 1 percent, bulk 
onks and pipe lincs. One-third of the new producers who did not have bulk 
onks planned to install them to save labor and to provide for a more certain 
outlet. Two-thirds did not plan such an insraH:ltior'l. principally bec:l.Use of rhe 
COSt. Other reasons given. in order of importance, were their STatuS as renter 
rather than owner, their age, and their small herd. When asked if they would 
insra.ll a bulk tank if it should be re<Juired for selling in rhe KlfiSas Cit)' market. 
lbout 45 percent replied that they would nor, giving these reasons (in order of 
importance): the COSt; availability of an llternat ive G~de A markcr; and small· 
ness of herd size. In this rcspect, as in most orhers, new producers wereguite 
similar to the producers in Strata I through V. 
PAST PRODUCERS 
General Description. 
Twenty past producers (sec Appendix for definition) were selected ondomly 
from the population of 402 . Forry-five percent came from Missouri and 55 per· 
cent from Kansas. The actual distribution of the paSt producers in the parent 
population was 0.25 percent from Iowa, 49.25 percent from Missouri. and 50.5 
percent from Kansas. They represented 13.36 percent of all producers in the 
Klnsas City marker during the sample rear. but they produced only an estimated 
2.9 percent of its total producer milk. 
These PlSt producers were selected for study, not because of their rdative 
contribution to production. but because the)" represented a group which had 
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rnlOe a ncg.uive supply response. Most Drmers who renuin in dairying m qui te 
rigid in their produaion ~junmcnts but [his does not mean dlll.t no adju.stmcm 
will be made. Curren! producers mly discontinue opcntions or new producers 
may cnter (he: field. 
The average p~sr producer 2t the time: of market wirhdr:.l.w:.l.1 was ~2 yeus 
old. He farmed 28~ acres-14} were rented and 142 owned. His avenge herd tI.'2S 
composed of 22.6 cows, near the lvcrage size of the herds in the stratum thar 
contained the modal group of current producers, bur four lc:ss than Ihe avcT28c 
of the producers in Sr.trara I rhorugh V. h was also somewhat smaller than tiUI 
of the new producen. Eighty-eight percent of his gross yearly income arne from 
fuming; 69 percent, from dairying. H e had been in <b.irying for 21 years and 
h2d been selling Grade A milk in the Kansu Ocy market for 8.7 years. Produc-
tion for the marker had been continuous since entry. 
Eighty.five percent of the past producers werc still farming, however large 
or small the sole and whatever their stage of retirement or semi·retirement. 
However, only half of them were full·time farmers depending altogether on 
their f.trm OUtpUt for a livelihood; one·fourth were retired or semi·retired; the 
other fourth had full time non·farm jobs, although some of these still li"ed on 
rhe farm and managed side·line enterprises. 
Of all the r=rket withdnwals, 2~ percent Still had a dairy enterprise. Three· 
fifrhs of these sold Grade A on other markets, and two·fi ft hs, manufacturing 
milk. T hese producers will be more fully discussed beer as current non·market 
producers. 
Thirq·.five percem of all past producers stated rhac they could not make an 
acceptable level of living dairying. As a group, they were rhe youngcst of the 
~t producers and, compared to the avenge da iryman, had nor been milking 
long. 
Ten percent withdrev.' when sons left the farm. Age and/or poor health ac· 
counted for 20 percent of the exits and better non·farm al ternat ives, , perc-em. 
T wcnty.fivc percem of the producers were dropped by their handlers, and, percent 
tnnsferred to other markets. Parr of the incentive inducing change to other 
markeu '\I;" the belief that they would not require bulk tl.nks as soon as K:msas 
City. The availability of social security benefits made it possible for sevenl of 
~he older dairymen to withdnw from dairying, and to partially rerire from £:urn, 
lng. 
Those who withdrew from the Kansas Ci ty market because they were dropped 
by their handlers had relatively small herds (average, 23.4 cows) and were rather 
old (avenge, '9 years), Two-fifths of these producers retired, or Plrrially retired, 
after Ihe illCidenc O ne of the put producers who withdrew from the market be· 
cause of age and/or poor hC1ilth was only 37 ycars old. The rCrn2inder "'-cre over 
... 
For a comPlrison of Plst producers 'III.'ith new and currene ones, sec T~ble I. 
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P~st Producers Grouped According to Occupation~l StuuS 
Group I-Full-ti,," farmm who had a dairy mrtrpriJf, Twenty percent of all 
the sample market withdraw:us were in this group. Three-fourths of these 
were selling Grade A milk on anorher m~rket; and one-founh, manufacturing 
milk. Over half of those selling Grade A to other markets were dropped by their 
Kansas City handlers. 
Grollp II -FIIII·time, nonfarm workm who had a dairy murpriu. Only one 
p~St producer (' perc¢nt of the sample) w~s in this c~tegory. Hc h~d ~ full·time, 
non-farm job, yet had ret~ined his d~iry herd. This dairyman was employed full 
time at his present job beftm he made his market wi thdrawal. By far the larger 
portion of his disposable income came from his non-farm job, and he doubted 
the wisdom of maintaining a small herd and producing for a low-return markec. 
Group JIl- FlIlI-limt jarmm with no dairy tnterpri]!. They comprised 30 per-
cent of all the market withdrawals. Their predominating fam enterprises were 
beef and grain. 
Two-thirds of the producers in this group dropped dairying because it did 
nor, they said, yield ~n acceptable level of income. This complaint seemed to be 
b~sed on low returns to their labor. They said that their prescm enterprises 
yielded ~t least as good an income and required much less labor. 
One producer in this group quit milking because of poor health. As an 
llternative, he adopted beef ~nd cash-grlin crops becluse, in his opinion less 
work WlS involved and the income WlS grelter. Two-thirds of the producers in 
this group Selted th~t they would nOt return to dlirying if they could make a 
living lny other Wly. 
Onc-third withdrew because their sons left rhe farm. They Slid they would 
re-enter d~irying if their boys returned; otherwise they would not. 
Group IV -Pall producers who had withdrawn (rmzpktely from farming and who 
had jull-ti11ll, nonfarm emplrymmt. This group represented 15 percent of the totll 
exits. All gave lS their motive for m~rket withdraw~l the inlbility to mlke a 
living with a dairy enterprise. 
Group V -Full-timt, non-jarm W()rkm ha~ing a non-dairy jarm mterpri~_ There 
was only one producer (~ percent of rhe sample) in this group. He had sold 
most of his farm land, but had reuined 40 acres on which his home WlS loc~ted. 
He operated a small beef cattle enterprise. Before he withdrew from dairying he 
WlS working full time at his present non-farm job. He has no disposition wh~t· 
ever to re-enter dairying. This fatmer hld the highest-producing herd in the past 
producer Slmple-ln average per-cow production of 9,642 pounds of milk per 
year. This past producer was marginal in ln opportunity-cost sense ~s opposed 
to the marginll producers who could not make 1m ~cceptable level of living by 
dlirying. He could make 11 good living in the dairy business but thought he 
could do even better at his non-flrm job. 
~ 
Attributes of Past All Fast Pro-
Producers a t the Time ducers In the Group Group Group Group Group Group 
ol Mar ket Withdrawal sample I II m IV V VI :;: 
n "' 20 "" . " ol " 0 6 " 0 , n '" 1 "0' ~ Producer 's age Ra"", 32 -78 45-50 32-59 35-48 64 -78 c 
Mean 51. 75 47.00 5lI .00 42.33 43,00 56.00 70.00 " -Herd s ize Range 12_43 HA3 14 -38 20-30 12_19 > 
Mean 22.6 27.2 22.0 24.8 24.00 20.0 16.0 0 
Acres farmed Range 80-880 160-880 156- 550 100-160 95 - 360 ~ 
Mo~ 
"" 
. 65 60 
'" 
136.66 110 176 C 
Ac r es owned Ra.go O-~O 80-580 0-510 95-360 ~ Mean 142 220 60 156 6 . 0 176 
" Acres rented "'.go 0-550 80-420 0 -550 100 -160 >
" M,~ .. , 
'" 
0 ,,. 136.66 70 0 
'" Percentage of gross Ra.go 35 - 100 ~- IOO 100 35-100 90-100 x 
• Income from farming Mean 88 60 50 100 66.66 100 
" 
• 
Percentage of grOIl -ge 30-100 30-60 30 -100 35-100 30-100 
" •Income from dairying Mean 69 .0 35 65.8 66.66 100 74 • Year s In dairying Range 2-60 10-30 2-28 8-20 14-60 z 
" M OM 21 20.25 35 10. 16 " 
10 38.6 
"" 
Year s producIng Range 2-26 5-25 2-6 2-6 7-26 > gr ade A milk Mean , .. 13.75 15 4. 16 4.66 10 13.8 g Years producing for "",,g' 2-26 5-19 '-6 2-6 7- 26 
!he Kansas Ci ty Market Mean 8.7 10 15 4.16 .... 10 13.8 z 
Percentage thal owned 
no land 
" 
0 10 100 0 0 
Pereentage that r ented 
"' IaruI 40 0 10 0 0 100 
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Group VI-PaJl producm nuw retired or stmi-retimi. All lived on hrms which 
they owned. Their average age was 70, the youngest being 64. Two retired after 
the)' were dropped by a handler and three, because of old age or old age and 
poor health. Sixty percent (three) of the group said thar social security benefits 
mad!:: it possible for them to retire or to partially rerire. These producers rep-
resenred one·fourth of the total market exits; because of their age, reo 
entry is highly unlikely. 
Reasons for Exit from {he Market. 
Reason I in Table 3 shows information concerning producers who left dairy-
ing because it did not yield them an acceptable level of income. 
Note that their herds were small lnd that their average produCtion per cow 
was the smallest of any group or sub.group in the study. Yet dairying furnished 
two-thirds of their gross income. Thus, it is not hard to ascertain why they were 
so disgruntled with their dai ry enterprise: it would be difficult to realize any 
profit on such low· producing herds. 
There are some individuals in every line of endeavor who, because of their 
personal make-up, arc ill-adapted to it. In this particular case they are the ones 
who make up the top rungs of the dairy industry's COSt ladder. Once induced to 
shift out of this line, both the individual and society are benefited. 
The main reason [hat handlers dropped some of their producers was that 
the producers were located far from the plant and had small herds. G iven the 
distance from the market, larger pick-ups per Stop reduce unit costs. For this 
reason, handlers prefer large producers. There also may be another reason. It 
may be that hrge producers furnish, on the average, a higher quality product 
than do smaller ones. The time involved to effect sanitary measures is subject to 
economies of scale. All d~irymen are concerned ~bout a market for their milk. 
This concern manifests itself in large measure through the quality of milk sold. 
Because of the absolute loss that a large producer would incur if he lost his 
Grade: A outler, his concern may be grea.ter than that of the small dairyman. 
" ~ 
" Number IUId percentage Numbe r , 5 • 
, 
• • 20 of pallt pl'Odllcera Pe r cenlllge 
" 
25 .. 
" 
5 5 .00 
... ...... 32-00 45_73 37-78 52_511 32-78 
Mean 40. '1 58.' 61.25 55.5 
" 
.. SI .75 
He~ SI.~ ...... ,." 12-43 17-20 24_38 14.-43 ~ M'~ 21.9 23. 4 18.3 
" 
.. 
" 
22.6 
Productlon per cow ru ... 3508_5314 4919-8412 2314- '/012 8813 -8938 2314_9842 ~ Lbs. per year Mean 4294 638 1 4316 8862 657. 9642 5885 c 
Years In dairying 
"""'" 
2-20 20-47 14_60 4-28 ' · 60 
" Mean 
, 35.6 28.15 
" " " " 
> Yelrs producIng 
"""'" 
,., 7-25 5-26 2- 26 0 
Grade A milk M.~
••• 15.2 14.5 • 
" 
5 9. ' 
" 
Ycau production for 
"""'" 
,., 7-19 5-28 2_26 c 
the K. C. Market M.~ 
••• 
15,2 14.5 • " 
5 ,.,  
" Percentage of grosa 
"""'" 
35-100 50-100 90-100 35-100 c 
Lncome from farming M~ 78.8 .. 9Vi .00 .00 .00 .. ~ 
Percentage 0 1 gross 
""''' 
35- 100 30-75 30-100 50·90 30-100 " 
Income from dai rying M'M 'M .. 73.75 
" 
'00 ,. .. ~ 
Acres tarmed 
""''' 
100-550 60·500 95-420 395-5 10 80-880 • • M_ 20. , .. ... 452.5 no ... 
'" ~ Acre. owned 
"'"'" 
0-156 80-360 95-160 l GO-HO 0-5410 
• M.~ 33.'1 ". 
'" '" 
.. 50<) .. , ~ Aeres r ented 
"""'" 
0-550 0-420 0-300 0-235 0_550 
M~ 194.3 ." 
" 
11'1.5 
" 
"0 .. , ~ 
Per cent that owned no land 71 .42 0 0 0 0 0 25 ~ Pcr cent that r enilld nO land 14.28 60 
" 
50 0 0 
" 
0 
· Rca$Oll I: Dairying did not yield an acceptable level of Income. Z 
u Reason U: Oropped by handler. 
tRea8Ol'l ill: Age and/or poor health. 
ttReason IV: Son left far m. 
,Reason V: Fayoral)le price differ ential at another mar ket. 
U Reaeon VI: Be tte r non_far m alte rnative. 
NOTE: Production figures .... re secured from ihfI Marte t Administrator 's OI'rlee for lhat pQ. r l of the year that milk was eold 
In tho Kan ........ City market, then adjusted to a yearly basis by applying a _ Ipte<! mulllpiler (Tablll 21). 1be t lgurel 
are not adjus ted for producer milk eonsumed at borne. 
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PRODUCERS WHO REDUCED THEIR HERDS IN PREVIOUS 
THREE YEA RS 
27 
In the previous three years, :.lbout 14 percent (ll) of the main body of pro-
ducers (Slnt:l I through V) had reduced their herd size by ~n avenge of 34 per-
cent. The reasons given for reduction were, in order of impon:mce, better op-
portunities in other farm enterprises, disease in the herd, aHempt co increase net 
income, changing breeds (going to registered stock of different breed or culling 
yelIowhammers), more :.lttractive opportunities in non· farm work. and hOOr 
troubles. It is immedi:.ltely e"jdenr that these C:.luses were not mutually exclu-
sive. All reductions were, in the final an:.llysis, attempts to increase net income. 
None of these producers planned for a very large herd. Two of them plan to 
withdraw from dairying by 1967. The largest herd projected for that time is 50 
cows. Avenge herd then, according ro the projection, will be a litde less than 
30 cows, compated to slightly over 20 at time of at time of interview. 
One producer from Stratum VI, because of labOr troubles, had reduced his 
herd in the last three yeus from 150 to 115-1 decrease of about 25 percent-
and planned a further decrease to a lOO-cow herd, a level he planned to main-
talO. 
Producers who had decreased their herds within the previous three years had 
higher produCtion per cow than the average for their stntum. For example, in 
Stratum I, the average per·cow produCtion W:.lS 4,650 pounds of milk per year, 
comp:ued with 5,397 pounds for 111 the producers who reduced their herd size 
and ',804 pounds when producers who had disease in their herds were omitted. 
In Stratum II, rhe avenge production was 6,121 pounds, compared with 6,809 
for those who decreased their herds, and 7,609 when those producers wi th dis-
eased herds were not counted. For Stratum III , the respect ive figures:ne 7,737 
and 8,417; and for Stntum VI, 8,147 and 10,33'. 
With a probability coefficient Set to equal 0 .05, the difference between the 
average production figures in the strata :.lnd the corresponding sub-strata is in 
none of rhese cases $ignifiont. However, it would seem that differences of these 
magnitudes in all four strara cannot be dismissed as meaningless. It well may be 
th:.lt these producers have been rather successful in at least partially attaining 
their objective. 
ATTITUDES TOWARD PRODUcrION ADJUSTMEN T IN 
RESPONSE TO CHAN GES IN T HE PRI CE OF MILK 
Methodology 
To atrive at some definite figures which would indicate production response 
to price Changes in milk, elasticity (the percenr:.lge ch.:mge in quantity divided by 
the percentage Change in price) was calculated for each stratum, each category. 
and for the market. The base pdce of milk from which rhe hypothetical price 
changes were made was the simple average of the weighted annual gross average 
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valu~ that producers had received for their milk, at average butterfat tests, over 
the previous (hree years_ This value was calculated to be $4.2' pec hundred· 
weight. To avoid hopeless complication, this average figure was used instead of 
the averages of the prices received at any period in time; for example, in May, 
September, etc., of the last three years. With a base priel': of $4.25 a hundred· 
weight, a price change of 20 cems is equal to 4.70 percent; a change of 10 cents, 
to 2.35 percent; and a change of five cents, 1.17 percent. 
Because it was believed that the dairym:m thinks more in terms of varying 
(OW numbers than in varying pounds of milk when he considers altering out· 
put, tht question used to obtain informacion by which cb.sticities could be est· 
ablished was phrased in terms of herd size. Then, since the size of each pro· 
ducer's herd was known and his average production per cow had been calculated, 
if the dairyman said that he would alter his cow numbers by 20 percent, this 
figure could be converted into a production change in pounds of milk. This was 
done for each individual, and the results were totaled to ob!:ain the stratum, the 
category, and the market response. 
Although this 'luestion concerning alreration of herd size was of primary 
Importance in determining production adjustment in response to price change, 
another question dealing with percent change in OUtpUt was also of considerable 
consequence. It asked the producer to indicate the me:lnS by which he would 
bring about this change in output. He was asked how a '0 cems per hundred· 
weight incre:lSC (above the average gross price that he had received for the last 
three years) in the price of milk would affect his OUtpUt if he expected rhis price 
inCfelse to last (a) less than six months and (b) permanently. Given the follow· 
ing choices. he was to select the one most nearly representing his probable reo 
acnon: (a ) none. (b) some ('·10 percent), (c) moder:uely (10·20 percent), (d) 
significandy (more than 25 percent). The midpoint of the answer given to this 
'luestion was used to calculate output inc.-eases; for example, jf the producer 
said that OUtput would be expanded "some," his production, as determined, 
earlier 'liouid bc expanded by 7.5 percent. For a 50-cent price increasc, there "\I,·ere 
no replies indicating a significant change, either shorr or long·run, so this open' 
ended (25 percent and greater) answer did not hne to be contended with. 
Answers given to this question concributed about a third to long·run OUtpUt in· 
cco!'ilscs. These increases were about equally divided between better feed ing and 
higher quality animals. When the reply to this question indicated that produc. 
tion changes would be effeCted by herd enlargement, the percentage figure ex· 
pressing the amount of change was ignored and this information was obtained 
from the answer given to the question previously teferred to regarding change 
in herd size. It was because of the belief that farmers tend to think more in 
terms of varying cow numbers than in varying pounds of milk when they con· 
sider altering outpUt that this merhod was employed in selecring the data to 
calculate the elasticities. 
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Since it is The volume of milk marketed that is germ:.tne in :.J. supply re· 
sponse study f1ITher than the <:ju:.tntity produced. the prcxlucrion figures used did 
nOt include milk consumed in the home. This injens some bias inro the study, 
for as herd size incre:lSes, a b.rger percentage of the total produced will be 
marketed, and the converse: holds lS cow numbers arc reduced; but the bias is 
a negligible one. 
CalCUb.Ted Production Adjustments 
According to the producers' replies, a long-run price increase of '0 cents 
( 11.76 percent) would increase the OUtpUt of the market plrticipants by '.9' 
percent, resulting in a supply response to price, or In elasticit), of 0.' (Table 4). 
Two-thirds of the response came from planned herd additions and one· th ird from 
lntici pared improvcmems in feeding lnd herd quality. each of these: contributing 
lpproximlte!)' the same weight. 
The producers in Stratum It seem to hlve shown the grcltCSt rcsponse TO 
this hYp<Xher:ica] price incrc:.tse. The eltsticity figure for these <b.irymen W2S 0.99, 
while dairymen from Stratum V, with :.tIl elasticiry of zero, were the least respon· 
sive. However, beOiuse: there ue only three sample individU2ls in Strarum V, we 
cannot place l great dcal of confidence in this figure. 
For current producers, exclusive of Stratum VI , the elasticity WlS cllcu!ated 
to be 0.'4. Over two·thirds of the response came from projected additions to 
herds and less Thln one.third, from becrer feeding lnd quality. The producers in 
STratum VI indicaTed an elasticity of only 0.19, all the response: being attributa· 
ble to lnticipated improvcment in feeding and cow <:julllry. The ncw producers 
said that, under these cireumstlnces, they would increase output by l li ttle Icss 
thln , percent, giving thcm an elaSTicity of 0.47. 
Thirty·one percent of the producers in Strltum I responded positively to 
the long.run, 50~ price increase, and 5 percent negatively; from Stratum III. 
2' percent positively, lnci 6 pereent negatively. Producers in other Strata (with 
exception of some new producers) said they would increase production in re-
sponse TO the price increase. 
The large producers indicated less planned response to this long.run price 
increase: than did the small producers. 
A shoft·run price increlse of 50 cents computed from the answers of the 
producers gave ~ projected outpUT increase for the mlrket of only I., percent. 
This would be In ellsticity of 0.13. Sl ightly over half of the response: WlS due to 
planned addit ions to herds; mOST of the remainder came from bener feeding 
Any lesser shorr-run price inerelSe would have no effect on output, according to 
produeers' replics. The producers in Stra tu m II showed (he most response (an 
ellSticiry of 0_24) and those in Strau III and V indicated none. 
A temporary price deerease of '0 cents, answers indicated, 'O.·ould induce the 
market participams to reduce supply by 1.34 percenT. The reduction would come 
;s 
price 3: 
Increase or" § $.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.10 0 
• 
.20 
-
.50 1.52 0. 13 1.59 0.11 2.07 0. 18 1.51 0,13 > 
Long-run price n • Increase of § $.05 0.14 0,12 0. 13 0.11 
.10 0.2 1 0.09 0.19 0.08 ~ 
.20 0,73 0,15 2.67 0.57 0.8 1 0.71 • 
.50 6.30 0.54 2.28 0.19 4. 74 0. 47 5.95 0,51 > r 
Short-run price 
'" decr ease of 
" • $.05 " • 
.10 
• .20 0.11 0.02 0.10 0.02 
" 
.50 1.50 0.13 1.34 0. 11 Z
" Long_run price ~
decr ease of " >$.05 
" . 10 0. 10 0,04- -0.96 -0,4 1 0,03 0.0 1 0 
.20 2.00 0.43 1.44 -0.31 1.70 0.36 Z 
.50 23.30 1.98 -25.02 - 2.13 -7.27 0.62 23.23 1.98 
• Unless a minus 61gn precedes Ule ngllre, all elasticities are positive; that 18, price and output changes are In the same 
di rection . 
•• F rom the base pr ice. 
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wholly from four producers in Stratum II , giving an elasticity of 0.33 for this 
Stratum and 0. 11 fot the market. 
A temporary price decrease of 20 cents would give a market elasticity of 
0.02. This response is attributable to one producer in Stratum II. There was no 
response from any other str:l tum or caregory of producers. Any lesser temporary 
price decrease has a :teto ehsticity. 
According to producers' repl ies, a long·run Grade A milk price decrease of 
50 cents a hundredweight would result in a percentage change in production 
equal to 23.23, giving a markee elasticity of 1.98. FOrty-two percent of the pro-
ducers in Set2tum I indicaeed that they would decrease output, where2S 11 per-
cent replied that they would increase production, giving these dairymen an 
elasticity of 2.49. For Stratum II, 57 percent indicated thar they would decrease 
production and 11 percent said that they would increase it. This resulted in a 
net decrease in OUtpUt of 31.62 percent and an elasticity of 2.71. 
For Stratum TIl , 19 percent indicated a decreased ourput and the same per-
centage an increased one, for a ner decrease: in production equal to 4.01 percent, 
giving an elastici ty of 0.34. Forry percent of the dairymen in Stratum IV indi-
cated that they would increase thei r output, given this price reduction. The pro-
jected increase in production amounted to a change for the str:atum of 10.67 per-
cent, giving a negative elasticity of 0.90. Two·thirds of the producers from 
Stratum V gave responses indicating a decreased outpUt. The percentage change 
was 60.29; the elastici ty, 5. 13. For these first five Str:l.t1, the planned. decrease in 
supply "WU equal to 23.3 percent (an elasticity of 1.98). The producers in Str.ltum 
VI indicated a net decrease of 25.02 percent for an elastici ty of 2.13. Fifty-five 
percent of these dairymen indicated a reduced OUtpUt; 18 percent, an incre2sed 
one; and 27 percent, no change. 
New producers' responses revealed a nct decrease in OUtpUt of 7.3 percent 
(an eluticity of 0.62). Fony percent of the sample individuals in this C1tc,iory 
indicated a chinge. Three-fourths reporu:d phns for decreased production: une· 
fourth, for increased OUtput. 
In summary, the pr0ducers from Stratum III exhibited the least respou!IC to 
the long-run price decrease of 50 cents; the c:lasrici ty. accord ing to their replies, 
wu 0.34. The next least response was from new producers, with an ebsli,it}' 
equal to 0.62. 
A long·run price decrease of 20 cents will reduce to tal producer milk for 
the m:uket by 1.7 percent (an elasticity of 0.36) and a decrease of ten cents. will 
reduce milk 0.03 percent (an elasticity of 0.01), if producers r(2C( as they indio 
cated they 'JI-ould. 
PecveNc Elasticities 
Some perverse ehsticities appeu with a long-run, 2Q-cent price reduction. 
The producers in Strata I, Ill , and IV and the new producers, indicated (at this 
Ievc:l) a supply response in the opposite direction to the price change, giving 
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them the following elasticities: -0.13, -0.14, -0.38, and -0.31. With a long-run 
price decrease of 10 cents only the new producers and with a long-run price de-
crease of 50 cents only Stratum IV dairymen exhibited net OUtput changes in a 
direction opposite co the price change. 
It is a common argument that a farmer'S demand for income is inelastic. 
Thus, the argument runs, a decrease in the price of a farm commodity results 
in a greater supply produced. This is supposed to be especially appliuble to 
commodities chat furnish the bulk of the income on a majority of the farms 
where they ue produced. The foregoing paragraphs furnish some support to this 
hypothesis through a small price range. It is only weak suPPOrt, though, be-
cause for the market as a whole the price changes and supply (hanges were al-
ways in the same direction. 
To account for the neguive elasticities, the following possibilities are of-
fered. It may be that the managerial abilities of these produ(ers are such that 
they (an reduce (OStS to a point that will permit them co retain an acceptable 
standard of li\-ing even in the face of pri(e drops of this magnitude. And, should 
they be able only to maintain presem COStS, smaller per uni t profit may be to-
lerated if operations can be expanded to a large enough sole. Nor can we ignore 
another factor which undoubtedly plays a pan in this kind of response: many 
of these men have specialized in dai rying to the extent that their alternatives 
may be rather limited. 
The new producer may have tWO parri(ularly strong morives for an in,·erse 
supply response to negative price changes: one, he may be anxious to prove 
himself-a suc(ess; and two, the new fixed investment may be saddled with a 
large debt. His response shows that he believes he can at least cover variable 
(ost at a reduced price of 20 (ems a hundredweight, and that an in(teased OUt-
put will give him more revenue to apply to fi xed COSts. It will be noted, coo, 
that with a long-run price decrease of 50 (Cnrs, the anridpated percentage supply 
decrease for new producers still is less than thu of the other produ(ers. A good 
part of this relu(tan(e to withdraw, wholly or partially, from dairying can be 
explained by the newly acquired investment, This hypotheSis is subst:.l.ntiated 
by answers given when the producers were ashd what were the main problems 
incurred in reducing herd size. Fifty peKent St:.l.ted that investment in buildings 
~nd equipment or the debt on the new building was the mOSt serious problem 
and anmhet 40 percent gave these reasons as the next mOSt serious problem. 
Influence of Price Differences, Grade A vs Manufacturing 
The following data rabulated from other questions in the s(bedule support 
the general validity of tbe cakuiated elasticities. Even if the premium for Grade 
A were no more than 2' cents, 30 percent of the produ(ers said they would 
(ominue in the Grade A market. Fifty percent would cominue Grade A produ(-
tion with a price spread of 50 (ems and two-thirds would do so for a premium 
of a dollar. The producers from Stratum IV were the most willing to produce 
TABLE 5--AMOUNT THAT GRADE A MILK PRICES WOULD HAVE TO FALL PER HUNDREDWE IGHT 
TO CAUSE A COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL FROM DAIRYING . 
Less Than More Than 
$.25 $.25-.50 $.50-. 75 $.75-1.00 $1.00-1.25 
(Percentage of Producer Replies) 
Small producers 
(Stratum I) 5 5 16 
Average producers 
(Stratum ll) 0 0 14 
Large producers 
(Stratum VI) 0 0 18 
New producers 0 0 0 
All producers · . 1 1 12 
• Percentage figures are calculated to the closest wholc number • 
•• Excludes past producers; percentages weighted. 
11 36 
37 27 
37 0 
50 20 
29 31 
$1.25-1.56 $l.50 
11 16 
I' 8 
18 27 
10 20 
17 , 
'" ~ m 
> 
" n 
" 
'" c 
" " m 
" Z 
~ 
0 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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for a small premium, 60 percent saying tn~t the margin needed to be only 2~ 
cents per hundredweight. About ~5 percent of the producers in Stratum VI said 
th~t a price spread of 75 centS would be incentive enough to produce Grade A 
milk, and over 90 percent would continue production for the Grade A market 
with a margin of one dollar. 
Other Considenrions Rebted to Supply Response 
According (0 their replies, a permanent price decrease of $1.25 to $1.50 a 
hundredweight from the avenge pdce that they had been receiving for the last 
three years would cause over 90 perCent of the producers to withdnw complete· 
ly from dair)'ing. About three·fourths would withdr:.l.w, given :.l. $1.00 (0 S1.2~ 
drop, but only 14 percent would discontinue production altogether in the event 
of a 50 ro 75 cent drop (Table 5). 
Ninety perCent of rhe producers said that they did not aCtually endeavor 
to alter production per cow because of a price change in milk (Table 6). More 
affirmadve replies (21 percent) were given by the small producers than b1 other 
groups, but the difference was not significant (Chi-square test) . 
TABLE 6 __ PERCENTAGES OF PRODUCERS REPLYING YES OR NO TO THE 
QUE STION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT THEY ACTUALLY ATTEMPT TO 
ALTER PRODUCTION PER COW IN RES PONSE TO 
P RICE CHANGES IN MILK* 
Y t'$ No Total 
Sm3l1 producers 
(Stratum I) 21 
Average producers 
(Stratum n ) 8 
Large producers 
(Stratum VI) 9 
New producers 10 
All Eroducers ** 9 
• Pe rcentages given to the closest whole number . 
.. Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
79 100 
" 
100 
91 100 
90 100 
91 100 
Most of the producers indicHed milk prices had little influence on the 
amount of concentr:.l.te fed (Table 7). More produ(trs were influenced by con· 
centrate prices. The smallest producers were influenced mNe th:.l.n other groups 
by concentrate prices in determining the amOUnt to be fed (Table 8). A highcr 
!":I.te of conCtntr"J.te feeding is made profitable by an incre~se in the price of milk 
relative to th:.l.t of grain. The relationship between feed prices and milk 
priccs \':tries from time to time. Therefore we would expect those producers 
who 2re striving for maximum net incomes to vary their concentrate feeding 
rate from time to time as these price relationships change. A Cornell study 
shows that some f:.l.rmers do make some adjustment. " "This study suggestS that 
differences in milk·feed price relationships of more than 5 to 10 percent are of 
economic significance and that the mOfe able farmers do in time adjUSt feeding 
" John w. 1>1<11", >f1d Connd B. Sir."... F~"" u-ia No. 2H . M.",h 19'8. Cornell Un;""" ;l}", I1h .... 
N",,· YOlk. pp. ' 7)3. 
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TABLE 7--THE EXTENT TO WHICH MILK PRICES INFLUENCE THE 
Small producers 
(Stratum I) .. 
" 
11 5 100 
Ave rage producers 
(stratum m 
" 
19 13 0 100 
Large producers 
(stratum VI) 64 18 , 9 100 
New producers SO 0 20 0 100 
Alleroducers u 74 ,. 11 1 100 
.. Past producers excluded; percentages weigbted. 
TABLE INFLUENCE 
Percentage of Producer Replies 
Small producers 
(Stratum I) 53 11 
" 
10 100 
Average producers 
(Stratum m 51 19 
" 
6 100 
Large producer s 
(Stratum VI) 
" 
, 9 0 100 
New producers SO 0 20 0 100 
All producers " 62 11 
" 
6 100 
•• Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
ntes to such differences. Evidence from other studies indic2tes that =y fumers 
do nOt vary feeding r2teS with price conditions. More brmers might profitably 
learn to vary feeding rates wirh variation in milk·feed price rehtionships." 
Conccrning {he influencc of produCtivity pcr cow on the volume of con· 
centntes fed, the Iargcst producers as<rilxd the most influence to this faCtor and 
rhe smallest producers, the le2st. However, the beto! was 2ssigned substantial 
weight by producers in all stma (Table 9). 
TABLE S--THE EXTENT TO WHICH PRODUCTIVITY PER cow INFLUENCES 
Snull producers 
(Stratum I) 
" 
5 
" " 
100 
Average producers 
(Stratum m 
" 
14 27 43 100 
Large producers 27 0 18 55 100 
New producers 10 0 50 40 100 
Allerodueers" 20 7 14 39 100 
.. Past producers excluded.; percentage weighted. 
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Producers were asked how much the price of milk influenced {heir herd 
me (Table 10). If by stratum, by category, and by the market the "none" lnd 
"very little" replies 11"0:: counted as "no" answers, and the remlining three choices 
as "yes" answers, then it was the new producer who gave the largest percentage 
(5() of "yes" responses and Stratum VI the largest perccnrage (82) of "no" reo 
plies. The general tendency was for d1irymen to become less sensitive as their 
herds gOt brger. There is no signifiGl.m di fference though between any strara 
TABLE lO--nrE INFLUENCE THAT MILK PRICES HAVE ON 
None 80m, Amount Im~rlant·· To'" 
Percentage of Producer RepJ!es 
Small producers 
(Stratum I) 63 u 5 U 10 100 
Average producers 
(Stratum II) 54 16 U , U 100 
Large producer s 
(Stratum VI) 64 16 16 0 0 100 
New produeer6 30 20 30 20 0 100 
Allj!roducerst 54 19 12 • 6 100 
.. The most impOrtant single Influence. 
t Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
except at:l probability level of 0.10. At (his level the difference between the 
new producers ~nd the producers in Stratum VI is sign i fic~nt (chi-square test). 
All-important to the practical won:h of these elasticity figures is their tep' 
resentative value. It mUSt be stated that one of the most obvious weaknesses of 
this study is the fact that it took into consider~(ion only present market pro· 
ducers. Ie did not take into account those dairymen who were producing manu-
faeruring milk, those who were producing for another market, or those individ· 
uals who did nOt have a dairy enterprise but who would become producers if 
the price incentive became great enough. Information of this kind was imprac-
tical to gather. Thus, the inquiry rakes into consideration supply response to 
price changes by new producers in the Kansas City market, current market pro-
ducers, and potential market withdrawals; omitted from consideration are po_ 
tential market entties. 
Mitig~ting this shortcoming in some measure is the buffering effect that 
relatively rapid ch:mges in dairy cow numbers h:.lve on total milk production. 
A relatively I:.lpid build-up in the number of cows being milked is nOt accom-
panied by a proportionate increase in the supply of milk. Conversely, a rela-
tively rapid decrease in the supply of dairy cattle is not accompanied by a pro-
ponionate decre~se in the volume of milk marketed. 
In fan, dairy cow numbers have been decreasing since 194~, yet the volume 
of milk marketed has been incre:lsing. It is the low-producing cow that is sent 
to market in the culling process, but during an increase in cow numbers dairy-
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men are not quite so selective concerning qu:.l.lity. For this reason, and also be· 
cause the lactation period of a dairy cow usually begins in her second or third 
year of life, yC;l,Ho·year production of milk is remarkably stable. One can infer 
from this that a short· run sharp increase in the supply of milk (other than sea-
sonal fluctuations) in one Federal order marker would come at the expense of a 
decrelse in another area or at the expense of the manufacturing milk market. 
We can be quire cereain that a short run sharp increase in the supply of milk in 
a particular area will not come as a result of incteased dairy cattle quality. 
Neither does it seem thar a non-seasonal sharp increase in the supply of milk 
would come about because of bener or more liberal feeding. 
The last conclusion is based on tWO considerations. One, once a dairyman 
has established a pa("tern of producrion it is not readily altered by improved 
feeding. The potential of a dairy cow is innate in her breeding and her pre-lacta-
tion care. Further. when we include the estimates of production changes of 
those producers who said that they would increase output by any and all meth· 
ods in response to a short-run price incentive of ~o cents a hundred-weight, the 
elasticity amounts to only 0.02. This is not to SlY that a non-selsonal sharp in-
crease in mi lk supply is impossible; it docs, though, seem rather improbable. 
Thus, more than from any other source, it would appear thar any greater sup-
ply response to a short-run price increase of this magnitude would come from 
a shift of manufaCturing milk producers into the Grade A market. 
The question aris~ as to whether the producers will do what they said they 
would. Arc their plans too optimistic or pessimiStic? Of course it is a human 
tendency not to accomplish all that has been planned. This might seem to indi-
cate that the replies were overly optimistic. Yet, to refute this, is the planned 
rate of herd expansion over rhe next 10 years; it is only half as great as that 
which they actually made in the past three years. 
In summary, it appears that producers in the Kansas City milkshed pay lit-
tle heed to price chang~ which are expected to be only temporary. This is so at 
least within the range calculated (five centS to '0 cents). 
Certainly no claim is made that the calculated elasticities could be used as a 
precise measure of supply response to future milk price changes. Calculations 
and projections contingent on human d.ecisions arc not subject to such precision. 
Bur it is believed that the calculations wlll give a close approximation. 
ATTITUDES TOWARD PRODUCTIO N ADJ USTME N T IN 
RESPONSE TO CHAN GES I N THE PRICES OF BEEF, 
HOGS, AN D CASH GRAI NS 
Producers were asked what price incentive would be necessary to induce 
them to expmd, or eneer, the following farm enterprises: hogs, beef, and cash 
grain. These arc the enterprises which Kansas City dairymen think of as their 
main alternatives. They also were asked the price reduction that would cause 
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chern to abandon hog and beef production. When the pase-producer c:ltcgory 
was excluded, 17 percent of the dairymen had beef enterprises which comributed 
an average of 22 percent to their owners' net farm incomes. For hogs. thc cor-
responding figures were 31 and 20; and for cash.grain crops, 62 lind 22. 
The questions above were asked in 1fl attempt 10 establish which firm 
enterprises were competitive and which, if any, were: complementary [Q dairying, 
and to what degree. The producers ~ .. erc :allowed the prerogative of establ ishing 
II. time period through which the SUted prices must prev2ii before entry or ex-
pansion would be executed. 
T!:Je bl5e prices from which the hypothetical price ch:mges were assumed 
were em.blished at $19 per hundred pounds live weight for beef and $20 for 
hogs. Corn w;/,s priced ;/'1 $1.2~ per bushel, soybeans at $2,2~ per bUShel, and 
sorghum grains al SUO a hundredweight ($1.02 a bushel). These werc the pre-
vailing &.em prices reported by newspaper and radio during the month in which 
the schedules were taken md the month preceding. 
Beaa.u$e of imposed actel.ge and marketing restrictions, wheat was not a 
factor, though mmy said that they would like to upand whellt production at 
present prices were it nOt for government controls. 
To get;/, percentage figure representing aggregate cash-gnin crop response 
when producers indicl.Ied that they would ex~nd more than one gnin crop in 
the event of a price increllse:, an avenge was taken of the expansion percentage 
figures. The saine method was applied to the price increases that would be neces-
sary to induce the expansion. The avenge figures then were used. to calculate the 
influence that tile prices of cash-gnin crops have on milk output. 
Disregarding the time qualification imposed by the interviewee, replies 
indicated a ~O¢ per hundredweight increase (above thc base: price) in beef prices 
would cause less than a 1 percent reduction in the market's producer-milk re-
ceipts. For a $1 increl.se in beef prices, milk receipts would decrease 2.7 percent; 
$2, S3, $4, $5, and $10 increases would bring percentage decre:lSes of 6.4, 6.9, 
8.1,8.8, and 10.6. If we use $19 as the base: price from which the price changes 
were made, the corresponding cross elasticities for 50¢ through $10 dollars are 
-.32, ·.~1, ·.61, -,44, -.39, -.34, and -.20-all substantially less than unity. 
For hogs, a ~O( per hundredweight increase above the base price of $20 
would cause marker producets' milk receipts to decrease: by less than 0.2 PCt'CCOt. 
For increases of $1, $2, $3, $4, and $5, the perceoc2.ge decrel.se:s in market milk 
receiptS were 1.8, 4.8, 4.8, ,.~, and 5.9. The corresponding cross elaSticities (~()(: 
through $5) are ·.08, .. }6, -,48, -.32, -.28, and -.24. They indicate an inelastic 
response. 
Of the three a1tem2.tlve farm entetprises, milk production showed the least 
response [Q price advances in C2.lih-grain crops. Even when the hypothetical price 
advanced to the point where the marker price of corn was doubled (and of the 
cash grain crops, com was the most responsive to price advances), the reduction 
in the market's milk receipts amounted ro less than 4.4 percent. 
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These elasticity ligures are ~pp!icable if the price of milk is held constant 
at the curren! level and if the stated commodity and livestock prices are assumed 
to prevail over a period of rime. For beef uttle, the Imposed rime requirements 
r:m from tWO to 10 years, with a mode of 5; 3 being the next mOST common. 
For hogs, ehe time requirements r:tn from one to live years, tWO being the modal 
number and three the next most frequently given. For cash grain, the period 
most commonly given was tWO years; the next most frequent , live; with a r:tnge 
of one to seven. 
It is nor claimed thae these ellsticiry ligures possess a high degree of preci-
sion. They were not derived as a cardinal measure; nther they were calculated 
to ordinally express the degree to which these farm enterprises compeTe with or 
complement dairying. As such a measure. ie is believed that they are satisfactory. 
Fifty·seven percent of the producers said they would not enter or exp;tnd 
hog production as long as they were in dairying. For beef cattle, the figure WllS 
63 percent, and for cash grain, 85 percen!. Between !:arge and smllJ dairymen 
there was but little difference in response; ehe large dairymen (Strltum VI) 
were, however, l little more sensitive to price adV;l.nccs in alternative hrm enter-
prises (Tlble ll). 
TABLE ll--THE EXTENT THAT EMPHASIS IS SHIFTED FROM ONE 
ENTERPRISE TO ANOTHER IN RESPONSE TO PRICE CHANGE 
fOa tia 
Not Small Common 
at All Extent Praetlce Total 
Percentage of Producer Replies 
Small producers 
(Stratum n 89 11 0 "0 
Average producers 
(Stratum m 84 
" 
3 100 
Large producers 
(Stratum VI) 73 
" 
0 100 
New pr oducers 
" 
0 10 100 
All eroducers "* 84 13 3 100 
.. PaSt producers excluded; percentages we lgbted.. 
Of (he producers (estimated number in (he population, 1,127) whll said 
that chey would enter or expand hog production if given l price incentive. 82 
percent Stated they would nOt reduce their dairy herd size. The rcmlining daIry. 
men would reduce theirs an avenge of 7 1 percent (58 percent of them would 
dispose of their dliry herds altogethcr; 28 percent would reducc thcm by one-
half; lnd 14 pcrcem, by one·tench). 
Fot those who said they would expand or enter beef production, given a 
price incentive (estimlted number in the popubrion, 1,029) 46 percent Slid thl t 
they would nor reduce their dliry cow numbers upon entry or expansion. The 
others would reduce theirs by an aver:age of 84 percent (16 percent would reduce 
their dairy herds by one-half lnd 84 percent would dispose of their entire herds). 
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Fot those who said they would increase cash grain, with an estimated popu-
l:aion of 409,44 percent would not reduce their dairy enterprise; the others 
would decrease their herd an average of 71 percent (43 percent would dispose of 
their herds; 43 percent would reduce them by one-half; and 14 percent, by one-
fourch). 
In all the foregoing comparisons, the assumption chat milk prices :.lee con-
stam needs to be kept in mind. Since :.l.ll farm product prices acc influenced by 
the general economic situation, any substantial rise in the price of one probably 
will be accompanied by rises in the prices of others. 
ATIITUDES TOWARD PRODUCTION ADJUSTMENT IN 
RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN THE PRICES OF DAIRY COWS, 
DAIRY CALVES, ROUGHAGES AND CONCENT RATES 
In a study of milk-supply response the price of dairy cows also must be 
taken into consideration, as mUSt the price of dairy calves, roughages, and feed 
concentrates. The new producers ascribed more importanCe to dairy cow prices 
as an influence in determining ,heir herd size than did the other groups. These 
men had assembled their herds more recendy than Others. In mmy instances the 
prospective dairyman has a fixed sum of money with which to purchase his 
herd. In such cases there: is a inverse relationship between price of dairy cows and 
herd size. Excluding the new producers, dairymen with the smallest herds gave 
this factor the most weight; those with the largest herds gave it the least. The 
large scale dairymen usually raise their replacement heifers so that not much 
cash COSt is involved. 
Generally, the producers assigned more importance to dairy cow prices than 
they did to beef and hog prices (Tables 12 and 13). Dairy cow prices also took 
precedence over the COSt of feed concentr:Hes and roughages as determinants o f 
herd size (Table 14). The dairy herd represents a large investment and makes 
up a large pact of the fixed COStS involved in the dairy enterprise. Feed COStS are 
TABLE 12 --THE INFLUENCE OF THE PRICE OF DAffiY CATTLE ON THE 
Percentage of P rOducer Replies 
Small producers 
(Stratum 1) 63 11 16 10 0 100 
Average producers 
(Stratum ill 65 8 
" 
8 0 100 
Large producers 
(Stratum VI) 91 0 8 0 0 100 
New producers 40 10 30 20 0 100 
All producer s! 84 10 17 9 0 100 
.. The most important single Influence. 
t Exeludes past producers; pereentages weighted. 
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CATTLE 
Percentage of Producer 
Small pr oducers 
(Stratum I) 79 II 10 0 0 100 
Average producer s 
(Stratum m 89 3 8 0 0 100 
Large pr oducers 
(Stratum VI) 82 9 9 0 0 100 
New pr oducers 90 0 0 10 0 100 
All producerst 89 3 , I 0 100 
~. The mos t important single Influence. 
t Excludes past producers; percentages weighted. 
A ND/OR 
Percentage of Producer Replies 
Small producers 
(Stra tum I) 69 5 2 1 , 5 10<1 
Average producers 
(Stratum D) 79 II II 0 0 100 
Large producers 
(Stratum VI) 91 0 9 0 0 100 
New producers 100 0 0 0 0 100 
AU producers t 82 6 U 0 I 100 
.. The most Importan t s ingle influence. 
t PaSt producers excluded; percentages weighted, 
vari~ble and are {"ustomarily paid periodically from thc milk check. A brger 
herd means ~ luger milk chC(k so that wc would cxpect less conccrn over feed 
priccs when considering herd size. But becausc the small producers are more 
sensitive to dairy cow prices than the large producers, the impact of these priees 
on milk supply IS not as great as might be expected. 
High dairy cow prices (due to high carcass v~lue) induce dairymen to cull 
mote dosely and restrain those dairymen who arc attempting to inucase their 
dairy cow numbers. For dairymen who are induced by beef cHtie prices to adopt 
a beef herd, rhe rc<iuuion in the dairy herd is generally quite high. 
High dairy cow prices due to high milk prices could alcer short-run supply 
only slightly; although, br retarding che normal cuiling process, chere might 
be some increase: in outpUt. Such conditions could, however, influence long.run 
supply. Generally. it is believed that an increase in price of dairy cows induced 
by high milk prices, or anticipation of such, tends to cause farmers to keep 
more replacement heifers. The producers included in this study, however, didn't 
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pbce much emphasis on chis factor (Table In Yel, if dairy cows are relatively 
high priced because of their carcass value, then it would seem that this would 
tend to decrease supply in both the shon lnd long run. Herds would be culled 
morc closely and some herds would be disposed of alrogether. 
TABLE 15·-THE EXTENT TO WHICH MILK PRICE S INFLUENCE THE 
Small producers 
(Stratum I) 
" 
5 16 0 100 
Average producers 
(Stratum II) 82 , 5 5 100 
Large pr oducers 
(Stratum VI) 100 0 0 0 100 
New producers 90 0 0 10 100 
All er oducer st 96 0 3 1 100 
t Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
Producer responses do not show that veal prices exert much influence on 
the length of time that caives arc allowed to nurse, ),et it is greater than might 
be expected for Grade A milk producers (Table 16). Milk prices have somewhat 
TABLE 16 --THE EXTENT TO WHICH VEAL PRICES INFLUENCE THE 
Percentage of Producer Replies 
Small pr oducers 
(St ratum n 90 0 
" 
0 100 
Average producers 
(Stratum m 95 0 3 2 100 
Large producers 
{Stratum VI) 100 0 0 0 100 
New producers 90 10 0 0 100 
Ail producers" 94 2 3 1 100 
.. Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
more influence on the length of time that calves are allowed to nurse (Table 17). 
The'price of veal did not receive much consideration by these dairymen in de-
ciding the number of replacement heifers to keep (Table \8). 
To summarize. a majority of the dairymen raise a cash-grain crop which 
contributes a substantial ponion to their disposable income. At the time of in-
rerview, cash-gnin produCtion seemed to complement dairying; however, an in-
crease in rhe amount of resources used in this enterprise would make it com-
pcdtive~onl}' a few of the dairymen would even consider enlarging cash-grain 
enterprises. It could be reasoned that all land suitable for such crops is now be-
ing utilized for this purpose. This reasoning, however, would force acceptance 
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TABLE 17-_THE EXTENT TO WHICH MILK P,,'~E" 
Percentage 
small producers 
(Stratum I) 84 0 n 5 ' 00 
Average producers 
(Stratum D) 76 3 
" 
5 <00 
Large producer s 
(Stratum VI) 82 • 9 0 <00 New producers 70 <0 <0 <0 <00 
All producers" 82 3 n • <00 
.. Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
TABLE IS--THE EXTENT TO WHICH VEAL PRICES INF LUENCE THE 
Percentage of Producer Replie s 
Small producers 
(stratum I) 95 0 5 0 <00 
Average producers 
(Stratum n ) 97 0 3 0 <00 
Lar ge producers 
(Strat\lm VI <00 0 0 0 <00 
New producers 100 0 0 0 <00 
All Eroducers'" 97 0 3 0 <00 
.. Past producers excluded; percentages weighted. 
of an assumption that seems highly unlikely, viz" that mOSt producers have al· 
most all such land employed in this use now, and for this reason the limit to 
entry or further expansion is already established. 
A more likely premise is that these crops complement the dairy enterprise 
in the use of the farmers' labor and supplement their income; and that the acre-
age now grown balances OUt the producers' farm enterprises between paSture 
and small grains or row crops. Any incre:<se in cash-crop acreage would be high-
ly competitive in the allocation of land. As it is now, it permits a complemen-
tary use of land, labor, and capital (machinery). 
Hog raising also is considered as a complementary enterprise by many 
dairymen, though it ranks considerably lower than cash-grain crops, both in the 
number of producers considering it and in the degree to which producers feel it 
complements the dairy projecr. An increase in hog production usually would 
come at the expense of milk output. Since this enterprise does not complement 
dairy catde in use of labor or capital, the relationship is, by and large, one of 
COmpetition. 
Beef cattle raising is the least complementary to dairying. The two enter-
prises would co an extent complement each other in ,use of labor, but to offsc:t 
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this is the txtrcmc:ly high degree of competition for feed which is associ:ued 
with the use of land. 
Thus it appe;trs [h:H d2irymcn consider cash-grain crops as '.I. complcmenc:u-y 
enterprise; hogs as complemen tary to some extent, though on the whole, com-
petitive; and bed emit 15 competitive. Of these three, the price: of beef in-
fiuences milk supply the most. This is followed, in order of impomncc by hogs 
and ruh-gnin. 
PRODUCERS' WILLIN GN ESS TO SHIFT U 'IPHASIS FROM ONE 
ENTERPRISE TO ANOTHE R IN RESPONSE TO PRICE CHANGES 
Given the structure of demand, price is pushed up or pull~ down by the 
marginal unit - by the increment added to, or the decrement removed from, 
total supply. Individually, a producer in an indusrry comprised wholly of small 
firms annot chmge marleet price by increasing or decreasing outpUt. Collective-
ly, producers or thu portion of ehe producers who arc price sensitive do influence 
mukeT prices by their production adjuscments. To the individual, price is given 
datum; colleCtively it is de termined. 
Producers who shift emphasis from one enterprise co anOther in response 
to price changes 1re more th:ln propon ionaeely responsible for the direction, 
velociry :lnd m:lgnirude of supply changes. For thu rason the dairymen who indi-
at«\ they dfttted. such shifes were segreg:lted. from the fCSt of rhe popuiaeion and 
andYled. Ninety-three percent of this group came from the first five Strata of 
current producers, 6 percent arne from the new-producer category, and about 
three-fourths of 1 petcent came from Stratum VI, the large producer stratum. 
They represent about 14 percent of all marleet participants :lnd produce about 
18 percent of the market's milk. 
An inquiry into the characteristics of this group revealed that they were 
more or less typial d1irymen, genenlly approaChing the standard set up by the 
dairymen of Stratum I through V. They were 1 Jittle older; they fumed a few 
more acres, md had a slightly larger herd; they had exp:msion pl:lns which were 
a little more ambitious, and, on a per-cow basis, they possessed. more productive 
herds. As with the average dairyman, dairying was becoming relatively more 
important in its contribution to theif net farm income; other fum enterprises 
were becoming less so. 
In the ehmicity study that was made of these producers, their production 
figures indicated that they were 1 little more sensitive to milk price reductions 
but less sensitive to mille price advances rhlm tbe average dairyman. 
Sixty-four percent said thar they would enter or expand hog production 
with varying price :ldvances, compared to 43 percent for average producers. All 
indicated th:lt such an expansion would not cause their dairy herds eo be de-
creased. 
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Fifty percem said th1[, given a price incentive, they would entC'f or expmd 
beef production. The corresponding figure for :avenge producers was 40 percent. 
An exp:anded or newly :adopted beef enterprise would ent1il a vigorous COntf1(-
tion in d:airy cow numbers for this price-sensitive group: 98 percent would dis-
pose of their herds. 
Only 6 percent said that they would entC'f or exp:and ash-grain production, 
eompared to 16 percent for the dairymen in Strar:a I (0 v. 
Summ:arlzing, rhese producers are livestock farmers but, first of :all, dairy-
men .. They consider hog raising as an enterprise complementary to their dairy 
project wd beef cattle :as competitive. T heir projected responses to price changes 
were similar in direction to those of the other producers. However. there was :a 
substantial divergence in the degree of response. Earlier we concluded that of all 
altern:ative farm enterprises, the price of bed c:attle yielded the greatest imp:act 
on the Auid milk supply. For the price.sensitive group of producers, this con-
elusion is even more meaningful. Tht)" arc much more sensitive (0 beef carrie 
prices th:lfl me rest of the sample individu:als. It is me:anmgful bcca.U$C the adop-
tion or expansion of beef enterprises would entail a reduction in the number of 
dairy herds. 
Thus, it is this one element. the fact that milk production decisions arc rela-
lively sensitive to beef cattle prices, that impartS ro this gtoup of producers an 
import:lm role in this milk supply response study. They exercise more than a 
proportionate influence on changes in outpu!. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The depiction of a milk-supply funcrion r«juires consideration of m:any 
factors. C:ategorically, but with no distinct lines of demarcation, we might dll$ify 
them as economic, physic:al, biologic:al, and SOCill. 
The si te of a particul:ar flrm setS within limitS [he :alternatives open to its 
operator; it delimits the emerprises !lUt cm compete successfully with the wne 
emerprises :at ocher sires. Just :as the physical chat:lcreristics of the farm limit the 
alternatives of me individual fumer, those of an :area also delimit the enterprises 
in which farmers may eng:age successfully to meet inter-region:al competition. 
It appears that dai rymen h:ave fewer :alrernltives th2n other farmers; mOSt 
seem to believe th:at thei r opportunities lie in larger d2iry herds ~nd in more 
productive COM nther than in other farm enterprises or other jobs. As cost-price 
pressures arise, they se1fch for ways to maim:ain their living standard. Little faiTh 
is placed in the use of more hired labor to achieve this end. Most of them rurn 
to improved technology. 
The dairymen with the largest herds sc-em to be less limited in their alterna-
tives. As the hypothetic:al price of milk W1S lowered, they indicated :a greater 
wi llingness to adopt substitute farm enterprises. The dairymen mOSt willing to 
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produce fluid milk ar reduced prices were those who were substantially larger 
than the average but smaller than the largest producers. 
Dairymen consider cash·grain crops as an enterprise complementary to dairy. 
ing; hogs are also deemed complementary to some extent, ehough, on the whole, 
competitive; beef (attle are regarded as competitive. Considering prices of cash. 
grains, beef catde, and swine-farm enterprises that dlirymen generally think of 
as their farm alternatives-it is the price of beef that influences milk supply the 
most. This is followed, in order of importance. by hogs and cash.grains. 
Trlditionally, dairying is viewed as a long-run business enterprise. The 
breeding program is ordinarily considered a life-long task. Characteristically, the 
industry is intolerant of the in and outer. 
The typical dairyman is relatively insensitive to minor price changes. There 
is a certain inertia chat must be overcome to alter direction and velOCity of sup-
ply. For a majority of dairymen, prospeCtS of profit or loss must be fairly large 
to overcome the ruling inertia. These producers comprise the hard core of the 
dairy industry. They are farmers who know and li ke dairying and who have be-
come accustomed to the regularity of an income that is fairly suble from one 
interval ro the next and is quite predictable. 
For these r~ns, unless returns from dairying become seriously mal-aligned 
with returns from other enterprises or jobs. presem trends will continue. In the 
immediate future we can expect dairymen in the area to furnish more milk for 
the market from one yeu to the next. Nevertheless. in the periphery around the 
hard core of producers are farmers who arc less rigidly held to an enterprise, 
farmers who are more sensitive to price changes and who respond accordingly. 
Supply adjustmentS come through m:.uket entries, market exits, and changes in 
OUtpUt by continuing producers. These marginal inCtCllses and decrCllses of sup-
ply tend to keep the incomes of dairymen in line with those of farmers who de-
pend on other enterprises, :,md with people in other lines of work. Though often 
obscured by technological uphCllvals, the size of the supply of any product de-
pends on relurns to the resources engaged in furnishing this supply, compared 
with returns that these resources could receive in other uses. 
SUMMARY 
1. During the sample year 402 or about 13 percent of the market partici-
pants wirhdrew from the Kansas City market. During {he same period 247 new 
producers entered the market for a net loss of l~' producers. Of the market 
withdrawals, one-founh (100) still have dairy herds. Sixty of these now produce 
Grade A milk for other m:,ukets and 40 produce manufacturing milk. 
2. Poor management was the factor that accounted for the largest number 
of market withdrawals. This W1IS followed by handler policies, and then old age 
or poor hClllth. 
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3. Thirty·five percent of the past.producer category withdrew from dairying 
because it did not furnish ~n acceptable level of income. 
4. New producers supplied an estimated ~.9 percenr of the marker's pro· 
duct"!: milk and represented 8.2 percenr of the marker's ptoducers. They enrered 
dairying beo.use they li ked the work, it furnished them a stable and steady in· 
come, and rheir farms were beSt adapted ro this enterprise. Of ~ll the categories 
under study, the new producers seemed the most determined ro remain in dairy-
ing. This determination was attributed largely to the new investment in special-
ized facilities. 
,. To dairy farmers, dairying is becoming more important as a source of 
income, both relatively and absolutely. The number of dairymen that have other 
enrerprises is decrc:asing and the contributions of these enrerprises to the owners' 
net farm incomes also is diminishing. 
6. Excluding the new and past producer ntegories. the late of increase in 
herd size in the previous three years was 5 percent per year. Planned expansion 
for the next 10 years was at only half this rHe. 
7. Along with the increase in cow numbers per dairy farm , there has been 
an upward trend in production per cow. This is attributed to more selective 
culling. closely followed in order of importance by better breeding and bener 
feeding. Artificial insemination W2S given the most credit for higher-quality re-
placement Stock. Improved pasture furnished the major part of the gains due 
ro better feeding. Next in imporrance was higher-quality roughage. 
8. Producers raise: most of their own replacement stock in the belief that 
this method is more economical and, at the same time, lessens the possibility of 
introducing a disease into the herd. This propensity h~s a rerarding effect on 
shorr·run supply increases in a particular market. 
9. Slightly more f~mily labor is contributing co the dairy enterprise now 
th~n three years ago, and the same is true of hired labor. However, rheTe is a 
certain reluCtance on the parr of mOSt dairymen to use hired labor to di~ectly 
tend the herd. This unwillingness stems from the inability of dairy farmers to 
find suitable herdsmen or to hire them at a price which they feel they c~n afford 
to pay. This relUCtanCe tends to retard both shorr·run and long.run supply 
mcreases. 
10. Limited labor supply received the mOSt weight as a deterrent to herd 
expansion. This was followed by limit~-d cooler space and limited bam and land 
facilities. By far the greateSt obstacle to herd conrracrion is the investment in 
speciali2ed facilities. 
II. Dairymen can be depicted launching a crash program upon entry imo 
the G!"ade A milk markee. and also upon. installaTion of a bulk tank, or a bulk 
tank and pipe.line. This explains in part why the new producers have the loweSt 
production per cow of the three categories under study, new,current, and past 
dairymen. Most of rhe rapid build-up in herd si2c comes the first year; a good 
portion is also added the second. Objecrive is to use buildings, facilities, and 
" 
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labor more fully, lind build the: herd to " size Ihlt the farm will beSt support. 
12, Fifty percent of the producers would continue Grade It production wi th 
~ price spread of ~()¢ between Grade A :lnd manufacturing milk, and two-thirds 
would do so for a premium of $1. The producers from Stratum IV were the 
most willing to produce: for a sml11 premiu m. 
13. Producers iodic-ned thlt milk prices hld little influence on {he qw.mi ty 
of concentrates fed. Concentrate prices llppeared. to have a greater influence on 
the lmOunt of feed gl'2ins and protein supplements fed th:an did milk prices. 
APPENDIX 
DEFINITION OF T ERMS 
Sample Year. The periud of stud)" was Julr 1. 19~6 . to June 30, 1957. 
T he iUnsas Ciey Market. This term refers co the Grelter Klnsas City Milk Markee-
ing Area covered b)' federal Order Number 13, a~ it was during rhe sample }'o::!.!. Ir 
refers ro rh~ arc::! in which handler sales were regulated by the Order. Irs Uo::!. of juris-
diCtion included all the rerricory in J:l.ckson Coune),. Mo,; thar part of Clay County. 
Mo., south of Highway 92. beginning at rhe Platte County and Clay County line. ~[ 
(0 rhe west section line of se(rion 26 in Washington Township. north to the nonh 
SCCtion line of Slid section 26, east to the Cass Coumy and Ray County lines; Le<:_ 
Waldron_ May and Pettis Townships in Plat te Coumy, Mo.; Wpndotre Coum)" 
Kans.~ Shawnee and Mission Townships in Johnson Couney. Kans.; lnd Delaware, 
Lo::!.venworth, and that part of Kicbpoo and High Prairie Townships east of the 9~th 
principal meridian !Il Le:.vcnwotth County. Kans. 
T he K an sas Or)' Milkshed. T h,s term refers ro the are:/. in which producers were 
located during the sample yC<lr_ The milkshed covers 64 counties: 40 in Missouri. 19 
in Kansas, and five in Iowa (Tlblc 19, righr, and Figure I, page 7). It will be noted 
dut St. Joseph and the surrounding counties are not in the milkshed. Dairymen pro-
ducing fluid milk in these counries 1fe members of a n lhe! strong local producers' 
muketing association and market their milk in Sr. Joseph_ 
Producers, This rerm includes all dai rymen who. during the sample year, sold Grade 
A mi lk for a period of at kast one month to handlers who were subject to the provi-
sions of Fedcnl Order Number 1;', It does not include da'rymen who retailed only 
their own milk. The number of pr,xlucers br county is shown in Table 19. 
Current Producers. nlcse l re producers who were selling milk ar the bc:ginning of 
the sample year and ar rhe cnd. Produaion for this period need not have been con· 
rinuous. however. 
New Producers. Producers who began se ll ing milk after the sample year bcpn. 
Past Producers_ Any producer who rcrminat~-d sa les during the sample )'ear. unless 
s~les were resumed lnd continucd through the end of the sample year, was cbssified 
as a paSt productr. An}' produccr who began selling milk after rhe sample year starred 
and terminatcd sales do.lring the s,1me period was coo.lnted as both a p:l.lt and new pro-
ducer. II period of two months was allowed ~fter tht dare of the last s21e before a 
prodo.lcer was considered to have terminated sales_ 
Significant and Ver y Significlnt Values. If rhe diffen:nce in the values of tWO In. 
dependent random variables is such that we wOo.lld expect rhis much deviation, one 
from another. as a result of chance fluctuations alone ani), five times OUt of a ho.lndred, 
then the values arc designated as signifinntly different; if only one time OUt of a 
hundred, the difference is s.aid to be vcr)' signific-:lnt. When the degree of relationship 
between two non-mdcpendent random vari~b les is great enough that chance fluctua-
tions alone would account for the high conelation onlr five rimes Ollt of a hundred, 
the correiarion is said to be significant; if only one time Ollr of a hundred, the cor· 
relation if designated u very signifionc. 
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TABLE 
0 1 1 
...,"'. 10 10 10 
Batel 318 m 293 
Benton 9 9 • Boo., 2 2 1 
caldwell 19 18 15 
carroll 30 36 36 
"',,' lIO m 298 C."" 25 32 30 
Chariton 22 23 21 
Clay 30 33 32 
Clinton 24 27 26 
CooP" 18 18 18 
Do4. • IS IS Davless 16 17 17 
DoKall> 13 1. 13 
Go.">' S • • Grundy 12 IS 16 
Harrison 
" 
36 36 
Henry .. 54 53 
Hickory 9 I' I' 
Howard 13 I' I' Jackson 103 14. 137 
John,on 130 130 127 
Lafayette 112 125 120 
LIM 12 13 12 
Lbingston 18 18 15 
Mercer • 7 7 Miller • • • Moniteau 1 1 1 
Morgan 12 12 11 
Petti, ' 1 36 34 
Platte 10 10 9 
Polk 10 13 15 
Randolph 3 3 3 Ray 
" 
. 1 
" St. Clair 18 22 23
s.r .... 25 27 27 
Sullivan • 4 • VU"non 
" 
59 61 
TOTAL 40 1634 1683 1612 
0 1 1 
Anderson 32 32 32 
Atchiaon 60 43 42 
",,,,,boo • • • Coffey 29 32 II 
Donlpban • 7 7 Douglas 185 175 161 
FrankUn 92 10' 97 
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1 1 1 , 10 , 
79 
" 
.. 
Johnson 165 15' 183 
Leavenwor th 208 198 165 
L'= .. .. 39 
Lyon 0 1 1 
Miami 125 
'" 
lOB 
Osage 21 28 22 
ShaWTIu 9 • 
, 
Wyandotte ., 34 30 
TOTAL 19 1114 1071 100' 
~~ 
"'m. 0 I I Decatur • 10 , .... 0 3 2 
Taylor 0 • • Union 0 • • TOTAL , • 22 20 
• From 'CompUatlon of Statistical Mate r ial for the Gr eater Kansas City Market-
Inr Aru, 1956, and January and Februar y 1957; 9Jpplement to Years 
1953- 54-55 .• 
.. From · Compllatlon of Statistical Material for the Greater Kansa.s City Market-
Inr Area, Year 1957; SUpplement to Years 1953-S4 - 55-56," 
SAM.PLlNG PROCED URE 
Deter mination or Samp le Sil;e. To achievc the dcsited degree or precision, the sam· 
pie SilC W,IS detcrmined by finding the vatiarlCc or a simple random sample of aU pro. 
ducers selling fluid milk in thc Kansas City Market for thc year January I, 1956, to 
December ~1. 19'6. Because product ion figures ... ·ere available, and because ir W1S be· 
lieved. thar annual market receiprs per producer .... ould be a valid critcrion, they were 
used to caleulatC variance. 
At the beginning or the period there .... ere 2,869 producCtS. During rhe year, 245 
new producers entered the market making a total or 3,114 during the period under 
considcration. The sample size .... as 100, giving a sampling fl1lcdon of 0.03211, 
The total product for each producer in thc sample .... as computed. for the period 
from the Milk Market Administ r2tor's records and use<! (0 calcuJare variance. The 
{()(al production of all producers during rhe period Wti also obwnro. Ir amounted ro 
"57,7<19,917 pounds of milk, .... hich gave a mean product of 146,997 pounds per pro-
ducer, The mean of (hc Slmplc ""IS 148,3'8. 
Thc variancc .... u found ro be 8.66<1 x 10', giving a standard error of the sample 
mean equal (0 9,300 pounds and a prob1bility coefficient of 0.88. Thus, in 88 cases 
our of 100 we would expect this much differencc (1,361 pounds) between the sample 
mean and the population mean to be a result of chance alone. 
" 
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Basis of St r~m. and RClSon fo r Str:ttifi cuion. The market plrticip~n(s during 
the sample Ye:;IT (july I, 19~6 to June 30, 19H) resided in ~ geogl1lphiol area <:om-
pdscd of 64 counties (40 in Missouri, 19 in K:UlSU, and five in Iowa) extending in 
a somewhat irrcguhr pattern outward from KanSlS Citv. They were divided into three 
categories: current, pasl, and new producer,;, Each was rre:w:d liS 2 separate popula-
don from which SlImples were drawn. The current producer population was further 
divided into sub.popullrions. 
Failure of rhe normallipproxim:Hion occUr$ mosd), when the populldon can· 
[aiDS some extreme individuals ", .. hieh dominate thc umpk avcr:1ge when they are 
pracn{. Thest exuemes also have {he much morc S(rious ctrc:cc of incre-asing tne vari· 
ance of the s~mple l nd de<:relsing irs precision. For thC"Se re-asons. current producers 
were divided into tWO groups, one uf which cOnllined Strata I through V, and the 
other, Stl"llcum VI. Srr:oIfum VI included all produc~rs who had an annual produet of 
700.000 pounds and gfelter. These individuals were excluded from the main body of 
current produce~ to reduce Ihe skewness lnd improve the normal approximation; be· 
ClIuse of tneir weight on Ihe supply side tht II wete sampled 100 percent. 
Aftet (effit)ving Str2rum VI from the current producet popul:irion. thCl"e still was 
a slight skewness. Because of this lnd beouse of (he belief (hat many of the: samplLng 
attributes would be closely correlated with siu of the dairyman's output, it w:l.S 
thought that the precision of the estim:ltes could be incre:1Sed through str:ltification. 
A geogr:lphic stt":l rifinrion W1IS considered, but reje<:red, when within·str:ltum variance 
(as compared to rhe vitiance without stratification) indicated that norhing would be 
g:ained in precision. The chancteristic used to melsure vuiance was the avenge yelrl)" 
OUtput per proclU<.:er b)' county within selected geogr:lphic subpopuiat ions. The Stl"2!2, 
five in number, were composed. of contiguous counties gtouped in such a manner as 
to achieve the gre;J.tesr possible homogeneity. 
The &Ctors tru..t ""ere considered in the :,mcmpt to group contiguous counties in· 
to S(f1ta with the leiS! possible within·stratum variance were dim~re. topogr:lphy. soil 
type, type of fuming, and distance frum rhe Kansas City Marker. This is not to say, 
of course. that there may not be a signifinnt difference between attributes (other than 
ye2r1y production per producer) from one geographic atc;l. to another. For this study, 
however, there was not sufficient d1t~ concerning other char:lcteristics from which 
vuiance could be meuured. These conSiderations, along with the hypothesis thar 
OUtput is the correiatOf of other anributes. led to a singie.f:r.cmr sm.tiiication-yearly 
OUtput per producer. 
Drawing the Samples. Srata I through V represent the majorit), of all producers, 
1S well as the main bOOy of current producers. Composed of 2.349 individuals. the)' 
make up 78.07 percell! of all producers and 99.~7 percent of all current producers. 
The sample siu decided upon for rhe main body of currene producers was 50, 
giving a sampling fraction of 0.03406 and an expansion factor of 29.360.- Applying 
,he vuiance as alculated in the early srudy to Ihe sample si~e of SO, and using a con· 
• e,. usin, ,he "'II",ion n .. ~ • • he: ... tnpl~ >ize r.,.. ,ho procNcm in Sontl I '" VI ..... doer"'minal. wi,h 
k ... be .ymbol gf ,he mul'ipli~' (0< ,I>< e ... ffici~n , of ..,.ri.,i"" .• p«;I)·ing 'he p,cci. ion 10 be ",~gh' in. 
,i . .., ""'pHn, opm,ion. In ~,kin, wi,h. confidef"ICe c(>efficien, ofO.~4'. k .. l: with 0.997. k • 3. The 
<tl .. i,. difl"= bctWttl"l an .. ,im,,(d population mea" .nd rh ... ~ mt"Jn i. dc.ign1t ed II D. ,h. I1mple 
,ize .. n .• nd ti'>< 'lOb.;", variance os ,I. 
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fidence coefficient of 0.997, the rdative difference between the means, nue ~nd esti· 
mated, is slightly over 2 percent. We would expect a grtlter differene<: to occur only 
rhree limes OUt of a rhousand. This is tfue, of course, only if the population is nor-
mally distributed, and only fvr the one characteristic; that is, ye:l.rly physic~l ptoduc-
tlon. 
From a list of all producers who had entered the Kansas City M~rket within the 
s~mple year Uuly 1, 1956, to June 30, 1957) a random sample was drawn. The size of 
the parent population was 247, that of the sample, 10, giving a sampling fracdon of 
0.04049 and an expansion factor of 24.700~. The same te<:hnique was applied in draw. 
ing the past-producer sample. The size vf the parent population was 402; that of the 
sample, 20, making a sampling fraction of 0.04915 and an expansion factor of 20.100'. 
Both of these sampling fractions are somewhat larget than that of the main body of 
current producers, and it was this fraction on which the sample sizes of the new and 
pasr prvc\ucers wefe based. 
The early investigation indicated that the current producer population was skewed 
to the right. After the removal of Srratum VI it still ""'as skewed somewhat, so to in· 
sure representation at all levels of production, the population was divided into sub-
populations and a prvportionate sample (f '" 0.03406) was dnwn from e:l.ch stratum. 
The strata were divided according to the magnitude of the yearly production of the 
individuals in the population so that euh strarum represented a production range of 
100,000 pounds of milk for rhe year. Strara that were tOO small to permit proportion-
:.<te sampling were grouped, and a random sample was then taken from the grouped 
Strara. The str:lta were five in number, and all except Stratum V have 1 elass interval 
of 100,000 pounds. Stratum V hu a production range of 300,000 pounds of milk an-
nuall y-from 400,000 to 700.000 (Table 20). 
The sampling fraCtlons for the strata are nvt perfectly uniform (Table 20) but 
uniform enough, it is believed, that the ovel1ll1 sampling fraccion may be applied 
when using sample statistics as an estimate of par:ameters.·· 
It will be nOted that the period used to determine the sample size Uanuary t, 
19";, to December 31, 19%) does nor coincide with the period in which the actlnl 
study w.lS made Uuly 1, 1956, to J une 30, 19'7). It is believed rhat this condition in 
no way invalidates the conclusions reached. T he periods do overlap to the extent of 
six monrhs, lnd the dairy industry is 2 srable one: the aggregate production figures 
from one ye:1.f to the next nrely vary by more than 3 percene. 
The explanation for the non-coicidence of periods is this: Preliminary work was 
sraned in the early part of 19'7, at which time the Milk Market Adminismnor's Of-
fice had complete records up to the first of the year but not much beyond. The latest 
possible data were wanted for rhe study; hence, the discrepancy. 
Some alternares were drawn along with the samples from each stratum of cur-
rent producers. Alternares were also sdeered ar random from new and past-producer 
pvpulations. Three of the alternates were used, one for past producers and two for 
current producers. 
" According '0 Hons<n. Horwi .. ond Modow. i, o$LI111y i, w:tplObl. ,0 di'''',l!2fd ,moll deplrturtS from 
uni(<;>rmi<y.oo use 0 wriform faciO, equal to 'he ov.r·tll sampli~g fnc<ion for the "",i,. popularion. Snn;ling 
s,,>WJ MIIW and ThIHy. Vol. I. (london: en.pman .fid H.ll. 19H), p. 186. 
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METHOD USED TO CALCULATE AVERAGE PRODUCTION PER COW 
An attempt \\':IS made to get a weighted average of the number of cows in C'uh 
herd during that pan of the sample year in which milk was product<! for the Kansas 
City M~rket. Milk production may have b~n for the full period or only a part of it. 
At the Milk Market Admin i~traf<.)r·s Office. milk sales figures were available for 
all the producers in the population. After the samples were drawn, ye:lfly milk sales 
data were se<::ured from this source for each producer in the sample. To ger all of the 
figures based on a uniform period (36' days), a weigh(~..-:I multiplier ~ derived from 
a system of index numbers giving monrh~ different weights according to the avefllge 
daily milk receipts per producer over a period of five ye:lTs as applied to the produc. 
tion figures of those producers whose receipts did nOl cover a full year (Table 21). 
TABLE 21-- AVERAGE DAILY RECEIPTS (BY MONTH) P ER PRODUCER 
IN THE GREATER KANSAS CITY MILKSHED· 
March 329 3" 397 
'" 
<75 
April 343 .01 ". 473 477 .29 1.067 M.y 377 '3' ' 50 465 52. .5. 1.129 
,~. 34. 393 398 •• 0 473 .,0 1.022 
'oly 335 321 360 m 422 3n .923 
AUgllst 297 313 340 .06 m 355 .883 
september 292 326 370 432 ••• 373 .928 October 313 3.2 405 ' 53 .., 395 .983 
November 335 378 426 .69 '73 . ,7 1.038 
December 340 367 429 477 '91 425 1.058 
Averai! 329 364 399 ... .66 402 1.000 
• From 'Compllations of Statistical Material for the Greater Kansas City Market-
Ing Area : 1953-1957,· Office of the Marke t Administrator. 
\,(! ith rhe size of each producer's herd known, the average production pcr cow by 
producer. by smltum, and by category IV~S computed. Resulrs arc in T~ble 22. 
Because of an omission on the schedule, producer milk consumed ~t home <"auld 
not be calculated. For correlation problems. producer receipes as indicated by the Milk 
Market AdminisrT"oltor's re<::ords had to be adjusle<l. For th is adjustment each pro· 
ducer's household was arbitrarily assigned a family of five and each member was al · 
lowed a milk consumption rate half again ;IS great as the national aver:lge. This raised 
the avenge yeuly production pef cow for all producers by 200 pounds, and average 
production figures unadjusted for producer milk consumed at home would be under· 
stated by slightly more than 3 percent The undefSr:ltement would be l:uger than this 
for small producers and somewhat smaller for large producers. 
It is not claimed that this method of calculating production figures is without 
bias. It is believed, however, that on the whole [he totals arrived at are quite repre-
sentative of the actual averages and are especially valuable in comparing producer 
groups. Let us consider some of the known and possible deficiencies and sources of 
error. 
TABLE 22--PRODUCTlON DATA BY STRATUM, BY CATEGORY, AND FOR THE MARKET 
All 
Current Producers current N,. Pa,! 
stratum stratum Stratum Str atum Stratum Stratum stratum Pro· Pro· Pro-
I n ill IV V I to V VI ducers ducers ducers 
Average daily 
receipts per 
farm (lbs.) 201 401 6!::5 933 1,357 473 2,315 482 373 36' 
Average herd size 16.9 24.8 31.6 .7 56 26.7 104.'1 27 2. 22.6 
Average yearly 
per-cow 
production 
(unadjusted) · 4,339 5,909 7,571 7,185 8,845 6,479 8,09 7 6,508 5, 648 5,885 
Average yearly 
per- cow 
production 
(adjusted).· 4,650 6,121 7,737 7,295 8,938 6,63 1 8, 147 6,703 5,866 6, 117 
Percentage 
increase of 
adjusted over 
unadjusted pro-
ducUon figures 7.16 3,59 2.19 1.53 1.05 2.35 ,62 3.00 3.86 3.94 
• Unadjusted lor pr oducer milk consumed at home . 
.. Adjusted for pr oducer milk consumed at home. 
At! 
P ro -
ducer s 
451 
26.2 
6,372 
6,572 
3.14 
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We C:.ln be f~irly cert:.lin th:.lt the method used to ~d j ust [he production figures 
for home·consumed producer milk deserves somt criticism. Farm families are larger 
than urban f:.lmi lies. Also, when a perm:.lnent hired m:.ln is kept, he :.lnd his family 
:.lre customarily supplied with milk from the producer's herd; hence, the average of 
five members per household. F:.lmilies who have dairy herds also arc generally be· 
lieved ro consume more milk than orhers. Thus, borh adjusring figures seem rC<llistic. 
It m~y be, however, that the consumption rate :.I.ssigned co the bmil)' members is 
high. This could be true beatuse many of the producers buy manubctured dairy pro-
ductS rather than make them themselves a; WlS once customary_ It will be nOted, 
though, rhat all the remaining biases have the effect of decreasing average produc. 
tion figures. 
If milk fed to olves had been included, this too would have pushed the average 
up, but the ficst few days ' milk afrer each lactation period is ordinarily excluded from 
production records. This omission, then, probably injects negligible eHor into the 
study. 
The inclusion of ocosional handkr rejections of producer milk would also in· 
crease the average. But again, this figure is such :.l small percentage of total producer 
milk that it would be trivia l on a per·(Ow basis. The use of weighted numbers to ex· 
pand fractional yearly production to a 36~·day basis might also have introduced SOfie 
bias in the estimate. 
Also, we must take into account the very human tendency to ,,,aggerate one's 
worldly posseS$ions when conversing with most people-other than tax accessors. If 
this facror were present, it tOO would make the esrimates low. This would be true 
since actual saks dati. on C<lch herd were soxured from the administr:.l.tor's office. The 
use of an inAated herd size figure, then, would give an average production per cow 
somewhat lower than the actual figure. 
We would conclude then that if the estimated averages 1le biased it is in a dation· 
ward dire<;tion and the figures as prcsented do not give the producers <juite as f:avora· 
ble a per·cow OUtpUt as they merit. 
CORRELATION ST UDIES 
T he difference between the average yC<lrly per-<:ow production (adjusted for pro· 
ducer milk consumed at home) of the main body of current producet"$ (Strata I through 
V) and Strlrum I alone is very significant. The differences berween the average (Str:ata I 
through V) and Sttata III , V, VI and new producers were Significant. Comparisons of 
Stratum I with Stratwn II and of Stratum II with Stratum III showed a very signiliC:.l.nt 
difference. Although the number of units in Stratum IV and Stl"$.tum V were so small 
(five producers comprised the sample for Srf:atum IV and three for Stratum V ) that little 
reliance on be placed in the estimates based on them, the dIfferences betWeen IV and 
V, as well as between III and V were significant. With the exception of Strata IV and 
VI, as the size of herd increased, the production per cow was grearer. As a whole, 
then, these d:au suggest a positive correlation between the size of a producer's herd 
and his production per·cov,·. 
Because of this, a correlation was cakul:ated to e"plore this rebtionship (Table 
23). Due to the inverse rel:.l.tlOnship within a couple of the stnta very little oven]] 
correlation was revealed. 
" 
MISSOLlR[ AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA1l0N 
It is ~ commonly held belief {hit (he dai ry cow brttding program is;l. life long 
rask. If this is tTue, there should be 1 positive rel:aionship bel"'ecn the number of 
years that :I. producer has been in d1irying and Ihc: produ(:tiviry of Ihe lnimals that 
comprise his herd. Since there is a positive corrd:uion (though not signific1nr) be· 
twccn the age of a da iryman :and the number of ynTs Ih ;l.! he h:as been in d1ir)'ing, 
the older d:tirymen should have higher.producing tOWS than the ),ounger men. Cor-
felition problems were nlrul:oted in pan (0 v:tlid:lIc or renl[c this commonly held be· 
lief. 
The relationships should also ioclictte to Whlt eSTent credit is a f~ctor in deter-
mining the success of :.l. d:.tiry enterprise. for the younger dlirymen C':In be t);pc'Cted to 
have smaller herds. If chey do nOI and if crcdil availability pla)·s an important role, 
the herds should be poorer in quality as indioted by per-cow produCiion data. Ie was 
concluded in the arulysis of the past·producer otegory thar the failure of a dairy enter· 
prise to furnish an adequare income for a reasonable Standlrd of living could be at· 
tributed largely to inferior management. These correlations are in parr ~n attempt to 
approximate the weight tmt musr be given to management in forec:asting success with 
a dairy enterprise. 
In Table 23, it is noted tmt with a probability o£O.O" only in two insrances are 
the corrclarion oodliciems signiiieant.ln Su·atum VI there is a significant negati \'e cor· 
rdation between herd siu and average production per cow in the herds. 
The other osc in ~ .. hich rhere is a significant correlation is in the producer group 
Stnta I to V. In this case, there is a significant positive correlation between avenge 
per-cow productivity and the producer's age. For producers in Stratum VI there also 
is a positive correlacion, though not signifiC":l.nt. Ie seems odd that for the current pro-
ducers (excluding Stratum VI) there is a significant correbtion bc:cwec:n a producer's 
age and his average production per cow, but no correbrion between the n umber of 
yna that a man has been in dairying and avenge production per cow. This indicates 
that experience is not a substitute for abil ity. The correlation between number of 
yC":ilrs in dairying and avenge per-eow yearly production is made Icss mnningful by 
the common practice: of fathers of passing their dairy herds on to their sons. Thus the 
solution (0 the problem may lie in the answer (Q this unexplored qucstion: How long 
has the herd been in existence? 
There is an inverse relationship between a producer's age and his herd size. This 
would seem to indiote thar the non.availability of credit is nor as important as often 
purported ro be: in determining the success of a young farmer's dairy entcrprise. A 
distinction should bt made, however, bc:t ... ·een rhe non·a\·aibbility of credit and the 
reluctance to incur debt. This &cet would have to bt explored before a statement 
could be made about the inavailability of credit as a barrier faced by young dairymen. 
The negadve relationship beTween herd size and producrion per cow exhibited 
by the large producers in Stratum VI suggests that large herds arc: more demanding of 
thci r management. 
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TABLE 23· ·THE LrnEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOME SAMPLE CHARAC-
TERISTICS, THE STANDARD ERROR OF EsnMATE, THE COEFnCIENT OF 
CORREI..ATlON, ANO SlG~'lFlCANT VALUES OF THE CORRELATION 
COEFnCIENT AT THE 0.05 PROBABILITY LEVEL 
CUrrent Producers Strata I to V 
Sample attribute! Y . a .. bXC) s,x" ,.) p •. O~ 
SiZe of herd. (X)a) 
Aver age production (V)b) Y . 6255 .. U.21X 1722 0.096 0.220 1 
(lbs./cow/year) 
Size of herd (X) Y • 48.6 - 0.1l4X 12 -0.109 0.2201 
Produce r '. age (Y) 
Size of herd. (X) Y . U.3 -0.121X 11 -0.1 26 0.2201 
Year. In dairying (V) 
Average pr oduction 
(lbs./cow/ year) (X) Y • 33. 1 .. O.GalaX 13.7 0. 231 0.2201 
Producer'. are (Y) 
Average production 
(lbs./Ci:lwfyear) (Xl Y .. 17.5 .. 0.000000: 11.1 0.0006 0.2201 
Years in dair ying (Y) 
Stratum VI 
Y .a+ bX .,. , p • . 05 
Size of herd (Xl 
Aver~ production (Y) y. 14625 • MI .86X 1267 -0.804 0.6021 
(lbs./Ci:lw/year ) 
Size of herd (X) Y . 53. 75 · 0.082X 14.4 -0.165 0.8021 
Produce r " are (Y) 
Size of herd (Xl Y . 17. 59 - O.OO13X 15. 4 -0.002 0.6021 
YUrt In clalrylnr (Y) 
Average production 
{lb • ./cowfyear ) (X) Y • 22.11 + 0.OO27X 13.4 0.39 1 0.6021 
Produce r' , ap (V) 
Avera.1! production 
(lbs./Ci:lw/year) IX) Y .. 6 .. 0.00134X 15.3 0.187 0.6021 
Years In dairying (Y) 
Ne w P roduceu 
Y .a .. bX s,x , p .. . 05 
Size of herd (X) 
Average production (Y) y .. 5439 .. 14.35X 1558 0.123 0.6319 
(lbs./Ci:lw/year ) 
Size of herd (Xl y .. 46.5 - 0.358X 9. ' _ 0. 4568 0.6319 
Producer '. age (Y) 
Size of herd (X) y .. 10 - 0.1305X 6 ..0.2765 0.6319 
Year. In dai r ying (V) 
Average production 
(lbs./cow/year) (X) Y • 54 ·0.OO29X 10.3 ..0.0654 0.6319 
Producer" 1ge (V) 
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Averag. production 
(lb •• /eow /year) 
Yeau In dai rying (Y) 
Sl~e of berd (X) 
Average prodl,lctlon (y) 
(lbs./c:ow/year) 
Su.e of herd (X) 
Producer" are (Y) 
Size of herd (X) 
Yean In dairying (Y) 
Average production 
(lbs'/CO'll!year) (Xl 
Producer's age (y) 
Avtl"a.Ji! production 
(lbs./eow/year) (Xl 
Yean In dairying (Y) 
New Producers (eont.) 
y • 20. 7 - O.OO2olX 
Past Produc:en 
Y.a+bX 
y. 4221 + 70X 
Y. 61.2 _ O.416X 
Y. 27.1 - O.274X 
Y '" 51.8 + O.OO017X 
Y '" 25 - O.OOO77X 
Il) (X) I. the independent variable. 
b) (Y) ta the dependent variable. 
c) The eql,lation of average linear relationship. 
, 
5.5 -0.606 
, 
1939 0,3 10 
13.2 ..(I.273t 
16. 3 ..(). 1501 
13. 7 0.0545 
16.4 -0,095 
P •• 05 
0.15319 
P • 0.05 
0.U38 
0.4438 
0.4438 
0.4438 
0. 4.438 
d) The ,tan<lard error of estimate; y II the c:\ependent variable, and:lt, the inde-
pendent. 
e) The coefficient of correlation. 
I) Signltican.t values of the correlation coelflclent at a probability level of 0.05. 
The n!.1le. were either interpolated or taken dlrectl,. from Introduction to 
Stal1stic" Frederick C. Mlli.s, p:iie 5'15. 
